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Student Government Association (SGA) representatives voted
on two motions to amend The
Constitution of the Colby College
Student Government Association
at the beginning of their meeting
on Sunday, November 14.
The first motion, which did not
pass, addressed the issue that currently no student who is a member
of the SGA can serve as a Community Advisor (CA). Class of
2014 President Brandan Rivard
moved that the constitution should
be amended to allow class presidents to serve as CAs, although
dorm presidents and executive
board members would still be pre-
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14. See review page 12.
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Geology takes six to Denver
By NICOLE HEWES

week in the final months leading
up to the conference pulling
everything together for their presentation posters.
"The process really helps you
learn a lot about what goes into the
presentations that geologists in acidemia do," Katsiaficas
said.
"Sometimes it's
easy when presenters share during
the weekly geology seminars to
not see all the
work that went
into creating those
presentations."
The
professional geological
community welcomed the students as
they
arrived at the conference. There , students participated in presentations, workshops,
lectures, luncheons and explored a
large exhibit hall.
"The atmosphere of the conference was really cool. It was great
to be surrounded by people who
are as nerdy about rocks as you
are," Katsiaficas said.
"It 's the one time a year that
6,000 geologists come to one
place," said Visiting Assistant Professor of Geology and Senior

Teaching Assistant Bruce Rueger
said. "There are more opportunities to hear and see things there
than anywhere else on the planet. "
When the students presented
their work, they stood in front of
their posters for three hours while
conference attendees
circulated
around the room
and asked questions about the students' research.
Many observers
mistook the students' presentations for graduate
projects because of
the high caliber of
their work.
"I thought it
would be intimidating to present in
front of all these
geologists and that my research
might not fit in, but everyone was
really friendly and offered helpful
ideas and constructive criticism,"
Katsiaficas said.
Kapupu agreed and said the geologists weren 't quizzing students
about their work, but sharing and
discussing ideas.
Professionals in the field
weren 't the only ones looking at
the students ' research—a number
of graduate schools also attended

to represent their respective countries, turning Page into a festival
right out of the Food Network.
Members and friends of the
Signs and posters hung above
the tables declared country names
College 's International Club celebrated their heritages by cooking
and beckoned people to come try
mass quantities of traditional food
their delicious native dishes.
"I think the variety of different countries represented and
the different foods
served is wonderful ," event attendee
Madi Louis '13 said.
President of the
International Club
Anna Simeonova ' 11
said, "since the festival doubles as a
competition , people
have a lot of incentive to cook as much
as possible."
She wasn 't kidding. People were
frantically and continuousl y
running
CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COtBr ECHO
from the kitchen.
Students sampled a variety of international cuisines at the food festival hi Page.

carrying platters of hot dishes to
replace the depleted ones. Elena
Kirillova *14 , the main coordinator and cook for the Russian table,
said that she and her peers started
cooking their seven-layer honey
cake and chocolate potatoes—a favorite of many—at 7 p.m. on Friday night and continued right up to
the start of the festival.
Eleni Choephel *13 also noted
the large amount of time it took for
the chefs of the Tibet table to cook
Tibetan dumplings (comprised
mostly of beef and veggies),
"We've been working since 8:30
this morning in the AMS kitchen,"
she said.
Ethiop ia took it one step further;
its delicious bread took days to
make. To give the Ethiopian bread
its distinct flavor and consistency,
"we mixed flour, water, oil , sugar,
salt and other spices that we
ground into a powder, and then we
wrapped dough in banana leaves,"

vented from holding the position.
Rivard said that since class presidents are not affiliated with a particular dorm, they "should have
the opportunity to apply to be a
CA and be involved in the community that way."
CA-Representative Nick Rimsa
' 13, who attended the meeting said
he talked to CAs about the issue and
said that "some oppose [the amendment], some are in favor of it."
Some representatives voiced
their concern with the amendment
because of the time and energy required for each job. "I question
what kind of person would
be...actively engaged in both positions ," Pi per Dorm President
Andy Estrada '12 said.
In motion two, which was
passed, Rivard moved that the conSee SGA, Page 2
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A half dozen students traveled to
Denver, Colorado to attend the annual meeting and expo of the Geological Society of America from
October 30 until November 4. Not
only did these students attend the
conference to learn about cutting
edge ideas intheir field of study, they
also presentedtheir own research to
the professional community.
The students who participate d
in the conference were Daren McGregor '12 , Chishala Kapupu '12 ,
Nathan Katsiaficas '12 , Amelia
Pludow M l , Emma Beck '12 and
Kayla-Diaz '14.
Diaz, a first-year, was presenting work that she completed while
she was still in hi gh school , while
the rest of the students presented
independent research projects completed during their time on the Hill.
These projects involved intensive
work completed over the course of
a semester or a whole year.
Katsiaficas ' and Kapupu 's
projects began last January, when
they went to South Africa for
three weeks during JanPlan to
collect data. After studying and
reading about their topics during
the spring, they stayed at the College during the summer to work
on their projects. Additionally,
they spent about six hours each

The professional
geological
community
welcomed the
students as
they arrived
at the
conference.

the conference to recruit students.
"Students can start good relationships with graduate schools at the
conference," said Rueger. "It 's a
great networking opportunity."
Katsiaficas plans to draw on the
connections he made with graduate schools and other organizations
as he makes his summer plans.
"Meeting the graduate schools and
students who attend them is a useful perspective for figuring out
what you want to do in life after
Colby," he said.
Students also received opportunities to interact with professionals one-on-one while serving as
volunteers at the conference. "You
get to listen to people talk about
work that you might want to be
doing in the future," Kapupu said.
"You don 't get that kind of opportunity often at Colby."
Kapupu took advantage of her
time to ask the professionals questions, finding their feedback helpful. She plans to use the ideas she
got at the conference to continue to
work on her research project.
"Doing research is all about asking
questions to yourself and sticking
with the ones you cannot answer that 's how discoveries are made,"
she said.
For students who attend conferSee CONFERENCE, Page 3

A recent case of bed bugs
found in a Heights suite has been
treated and is believed to be an
isolated incident.
On Thursday, November 11 Associate Dean of Students and Director of Campus Life Jed
Wartman and Director of the Physical Plant Patricia Murphy sent an
email notifying the student body of
a recent bed bug infestation in a
Heights suite. Since this announcement, Campus Life, the
Physical Plant Department (PPD)
and the affected students have
worked together to contain, control
and prevent the spread of these bed
bugs. Along with Modern Pest
Control, a New England-based
company, the College has treated
the affected rooms and is confident
that the situation is in good hands.
In a follow-up email sent on the
afternoon of Tuesday, November
16, Wartman and Murphy wrote,
"Modem Pest Control was on
campus to do a heat treatment of
the impacted suite [on Monday,
November 15]. The treatment involved raising the temperature of
the room to a minimum of 120 degrees Fahrenheit for a period of
several hours to kill both live bedbugs and their eggs. Modern finished their work at approximately
7 p.m. Monday evening. This one
time treatment typically results in
100 percent eradication in the
treated areas. No pesticides were
used in this process."
"Since bed bugs have become a
news topic, we have had somewhere between 15-20 calls from
students about a possible infestation. When this happens, we call
Modem Pest Control for an immediate inspection. This is the first
time Modem has confirmed the
presence of bed bugs," Murph y
said. After this confirmation , the
school and Modem quickly got in
touch with the affected students to
discuss treatment options.
There are two ways to treat a
bed bug infestation: chemically or
thermally. The chemical method
involves several applications of
pesticides to the affected area in
order to kill the bed bugs and their
See BED BUGS, Page 3

Festival's food spans the globe ITHIS WEEK'S ECHO!
By MICIIAELA PEMBROKE
NEWS STAFF

for the Colby and Waterville communities on Saturday, November
13. Page Commons transformed
into a lively food bazaar in which
guests could get a taste of 24 different cultures.
Students decorated their tables

See FESTIVAL, Page 3

Boylan and sons write novel
the bestselling
memoir
in
which she recounts
her
gender change
from James to
Jenny and discussed
the
ways in which
it affected her
most important
relationships.
As
a
teenager ,
Boylan enjoyed reading fantasy
"I
novels.
loved
The
Lord of the
Rings
seHAIJPEftCOl.l INSC ATE LOGS COM
ries," she reBoylan s book is a fantasy novel f o r young adults. called.
A
family tradition re-introduced her to the
By ESTHER KING
genre, "we've always had an
NEWS STAFF
hour 's worth of story time at the
Professor of English Jennifer end of the day," Boylan said. Her
Finney Boylan, currently on sabbat- two sons, Zach and Sean , then in
ical, is a national bestsellingauthor, a middle school , were reading
two-time guest on Oprah and the young adult fiction. *'It 's really
subjectof abiography on the History through the kids and my partner
Channel. Her most recent book, pub- Deirdre that I became familiar
lished in May 2010, is Falcon Quinn with the genre," Boylan said.
and the Black Mirror. It is a fantasy
Zach and Sean, now 16 and 14,
novel intended for young adults.
are proud co-authors of Falcon
"It 's a funny,goofy book," Boy- Quinn. Zach was the "idea man;"
lan said. The novel 's fantasy genre he supplied imaginative magical
distinguishes it from her two of her qualities for the kids-tumedprevious books: I 'm Looking monsters. Sean, on the other hand,
Through You: Growing Up
was the "logician," and he was in
Haunted, "an examination of what charge of shooting down the ideas
it means to be haunted," and She s'
that didn 't work. As a team, Zach
Not There: A Life in Two Genders, and Sean were Boylan 's inspira-

tion and her hardest critics.
The project arose from a conversation that Boy lan had with
Zach and Sean about the kinds of
groups that kids form in middle
school: the athletes, the goths, the
band members, the skateboarders.
In Falcon Quinn , Boylan revisits
the difficult teenage struggle for
identity in a fantasy setting: the
Academy for Monsters.
The story's protagonist, Quinn,
is sent to the Academy and told he
is turning into a monster. He is supposed to learn how to imitate 'normal' human beings and better fit
into society, but with the help of a
host of bizarre and quirky friends ,
Quinn finds himself on a much
more important adventure: he
learns the mysterious workings of
the Academy and what it means to
be one's 'true " self.
"You don 't have to be an English
major or a writer for the Echo to realize that the book is about more than
monsters," Boylan said. "The fiindamental question here is: what's the
right thing? To pretend to be something you're not in order to survive
in the world, or to embrace your true
self, even if that self is something apparendy grotesque, like a zombie?"
Falcon Quinn is about the
comp lexity of identity, which is
a constant theme in Boy lan 's
writing. "The words gay, lesbian
or transgender are nowhere in the
book— when we 're talking
about monsters we 're talking
about people who don 't fit in ,"
she said. The Falcon Quinn project allowed Boy lan to exp lore issues like social norms, groups

Internet privacyconcerns
By DAN SUNDERLAND
NEWS STAFF

A new program created a few
weeks ago gives users access to
the network activity of people
using insecure, or unencrypted,
wireless connections. According to
the College 's Network Specialist,
Dan Siff, a maximum of approximately 10 percent of Colby network traffic is a part of the
College's encrypted connection
which leaves the other 90 in unencrypted cyber territory.
Information that may be in danger of being "overheard" includes
insecure login pages and other
pages that do not encrypt their
data. In effect, a person using this
program could see a user 's visited
websites, his or her login information and any subsequent pages of
personal information.
A person's ability to eavesdrop
on another user is dependent on his
or her distance from the user that
he or she is trying to target. This
means that an eavesdropper in an
open area could have sufficient
wireless strength to monitor activity within approximately 200 feet
of him or herself. He or she could
also pick up on activity conducted
on the other side of a wall if the
wall were thin enough. This is
onl y the latest in a series of programs designed to glean information from wireless users.
The College offers its network
users two connections: one en-

crypted and one unencrypted.
However, the unencrypted network is intended for visitors and
the encrypted network is intended
for students, professors and others
who use the network frequently.
Users benefit from using a secure
connection even if the websites that
they are visiting already encrypt their
traffic. The additional encryption adds
an extra layer of protection because
small portions of singly-encrypted
data can be deciphered. A small
amount of previously secure data can
prove very useful for identity thieves.
Most websites choose not to encrypt their data transmission because setting up such a system is
time-consuming and resource-intensive. Such an initiative is considered necessary only if the site's
users expect the data in question to
be completely secure. Examples of
such websites are those that handle banking, shopping and email.
Until recently, the login system
for Google accounts was not encrypted. After its users protested ,
Google implemented an encryption system and is now secure.
One notable website that doesn 't encrypt its login is Facebook.
Considering that many Facebook
users keep personal information
such as phone numbers, emails,
addresses, and employers on their
pages, the site 's unencrypted transmission is problematic. As of yet,
the administrators of Facebook
haven 't announced plans to encrypt their login system.

Each year Internet Technology
Services (ITS) holds a "computer
connect day" for first-year students. On this day, ITS helps facilitate the students' connection to m
the secure network and ensure that
they have up-to-date virus software on their computers. As a refirst-years are
sult, many
automatically connected to Colby
Secure Wireless when they enter
college. Many students do not remain on this network for the duration of their time on the Hill.
Students who use the secure
network complain of problems
connecting to the internet and slow
download speeds. "The regular
[wireless] sometimes works better...it usually does, actually,"
Nick Bethlem '13 said.
Siff refutedthis claim, saying that
the additional processing necessary
for encryption would not significantly affect the data transfer speed.
Others ignore the secure wireless option because their computers are automatically set to connect
to the easiest available connection.
"I don 't think it 's worth the
trouble if [regular wireless]
works," Emily Moos *12 said.
Siff encouraged students who
have trouble connecting via secure
wireless to visit the ITS office on
the first floor of the Lovejoy building. ITS staff members are able to
quickly set computers to connect
to secure wireless without repeated
network logins, making connection automatic and easy.

and otherness in a supernatural
world
of
were-turtles,
sasquatches and trolls, making it
accessible to young adults and a
pleasure to read.
Boylan wrote Falcon Quinn
"with and for [her] boys" and is
finding it difficult to be away from
home this semester. She is spending the fall at Ursinus College in
Pennsylvania as the Updike Hoyer
Visiting Distinguished Writer. The
position enables her to teach creative writing and pay visits to her
mother, who lives close by and
turned 93 this year.
Though her students at Ursinus
are "very good and very hardworking," spending time away from the
Hill has led Boylan to fully realize
how much she loves Colby. The
passing of Charlie Bassett, a great
friend and beloved faculty member, provided an occasion for Boylan to reflect on her experience on
the Hill. "1 have to say that I am
aware more than ever how deep
my connection to Colby is and how
many friends I have [at Colby],"
she said. "How much I love the
place, quite frankly."
Boylan is looking forward to
returning to campus this JanPlan , and will release a sequel
to her novel , Falcon Quinn II ,
in the spring of 2011. "It seems
to me that we can break through
to people with stories in a way
that we can 't in any other way,"
she said.

One motion passes,
another f ails at SGA
From SQA, Page 1

stitution be changed to allow SGA
representatives, with the exception
of executive board members, to
serve as officers on the Student
Programming Board (SPB).
Estrada said that some Piperresidents with whom he spoke "felt
that opening up this opportunity for
people to be involved in SGA and
SPB would take away from the opportunity for other people to get involved in the system."
However, Class of 2012 President Tracey Tomlinson '12 noted
that the constitution does not limit
SGA representatives from joining
the Pugh CommunityBoard (PCB).
Heights Dorm President Griffin
Zucosky ' 12 was the first representative to speak during the New
Business segment of the meeting.
"One idea that I had is that on the
General Announcements when
you post in the. Civil Discourse I
think there should be an option to
post anonymously," he said.
"Having the chance to have an
anonymous voice would give
more issues [the] ability to be
talked about, without stigmas
being attached to [the people writing about them]."
Zucosky also said that he is in
favor of requiring CAs to pay dorm
damage fines. However, the current

exemption will be in effect for the remainder of the school year because
contracts have already been signed.
SGA President Leslie Hutchings ' 11 said that Colby is looking
to follow the lead of Connecticut
College and create paid positions
on campus for students who would
serve as "a point of reference" foT
different diversity groups. Students in these positions would
work for 10 hours a week and
would answer questions from
other students, refer them to counseling services if necessary and
help plan and book group events.
Hutchings hopesto begina trial run
of tins positionnext semester.She said
thatTheBridge—theLesbian,Gay,Bisexual,Transgender(LGBT) groupon
campus—"wouldbea great club to do
this model program on," and "would
freeup the club leadersofTheBridge to
domore of their otherresponstoilities."
Thesestudent positions would not
replace paid staff positions. Students
interested in the job would undergo
an application process supported by
the administration, Hutchings said
Additionally, Class of 2012
President Laura Maloney announced that plans to expand
Miller Library's movie selection
are underway. Forty-three new
DVDs will arrive before JanPlan
and students can continue to place
film suggestions in the box on top
of the circulation desk at the library.

KMD Florist &
Gifts
Full Service Florist
NOVEMBER SPECIALS:
Candy Vase:

$39.95

Sugar Maples:

$34.95

Autumn Alstromeria:

$44.95

73 Kennedy Memorial Drive
Waterville, ME, 04901
(207) 873-0443

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

Biomass construction to begin

70 perNew building will centCurrently,
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1
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gross
help move College
greenhouse gas emistowards goal of
sions comes from
heating fuels.. The
carbon neutrality other
less significant

By COLE YAVERBAUM
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This fall, the College has
moved closer toward becoming
carbon neutral by 2015 through
planning the construction of a biomass building. The goal of carbon
neutrality is part of the College's
Climate Action Plan. Colby hopes
not only to reduce its carbon emissions dramatically, but also to offset the amount of carbon dioxide
emitted by actualizing projects
that promote sustainability and renewable energy.
Approved by the Board of
Trustees in the October 2010 meeting, the $11.25-million project is
slated to begin in late November.
Biomass is a generic term for
anything organic material burned.
The building will burn wood to
create renewable energy. The collection of wood to use for burning
will neither be a problem for the
College, nor will it be environmentally harmful. There is an
abundance of forestry byproduct
that can be bumed in the new biomass plant.
Rather than burning trash or
other materials, "we are burning
wood," Director of the Physical
Plant Department (PPD) Patricia
Murphy said. "We are not cutting
down trees for the sole purpose of
creating biomass energy. What
we 'll be using is wood that in
many cases would not have been
used anyway. No virgin wood is
ever burned."

FORUM EDITOR

The designers
hope that
the plant will
be up and
running,
producing its
own steam , by
next fall.

COUBTESr OF PPD

will begin later this f a l l .

from
the College's capital
budget—money that is allocated
for renovations each year—as well
as from loans. In addition , after a
selective application process, the
College was awarded a $750,000
greenhouse gas reduction grant
from Efficiency Maine, which will
be used to help fund the project.
The construction of the biomass
plant is expected to begin sometime this month, and will be located near the athletic fields. The
plant will have glass windows on
the ground level , which will allow
people to look in and see what is
happening inside the building as
they walk by. The builders are hoping that 90 percent of the time the
College will be able to generate energy using wood alone.
The designers hope that the
plant will be up and running,
producing its own steam , by
next fall.

Helping Hands collects food, raises money

By ERIN LOVE
NEWS STAFF

The annual Helping Hands
food drive , sponsored by Dining Services , took place from
October 18 to November 12
and collected 1 ,200 pounds of
food and 2,000 dollars for Central Maine residents.
Sodexo, the food contract service that manages dining services at
the College and at many other colleges and universities throughout
the world, hosts this drive nationally every year. It is "strongly encouraged that all campuses
participate," Executive Manager of
Dining Services Joe Klaus said.
The food donations from the
Hel ping Hands drive "will be dis-

side," Goodspeed said, which explained why there seemed to be
fewer contributions from that sector
of the College community this year.
Even though student participation was up this year, Klaus said
it is difficult to predict how many
pounds of food the 2,000 dollars
raised will y ield on top of the
1,200 pounds of actual food donated. Goodspeed said the College will probabl y come in "a
little behind" the 8,000 pounds it
has collected in each of the past
two years.
Even if the College does not
match donations from previous
drives pound-for-pound this year,
it has still achieved the larger goal:
combating, to some extent, the
local hunger problem. Klaus said
that "stopping hunger is the number one initiative for Sodexo."
The extra effort of several individuals and organizations greatly
contributed to this year's increase
in student participation.
Dee Hunter, an employee of
Roberts dining hall , single-handedly collected 1,000 dollars in student donations by greeting students
as they walked into Dana dining
hall , explaining the program to
them and "appealing to their better
nature[s]," Goodspeed said.

The Student Government Association (SGA) arranged for some
of the proceeds from No-Shave
November to be donated to the
drive. [EXPLAIN NO-SHAVE
NOVEMBER?] Class of 2014
President Brandan Rivard '14
served as the student promotion
coordinator for the drive and personally visited all of the community advisors (CAs) on campus to
request the involvement of as
many dorms as possible.
Co-presidents of the sophomore
class Erika Hinman '13 and Keith
Love '13 rallied the 12 members
of their class council to table in
Pulver for the cause. Their primary
goal was to "make [the drive] very
accessible for everybody," Love
said. They wanted to make sure
students knew they could donate
money instead of goods, which is
often easier fpr students who are
living on-campus and not necessarily buying groceries on a regular basis. The sophomore class
council tabled for 15 hours and
brought in about 350 dollars for
the cause.
The food drive helped to
"strengthen that important tie"
between the College and the
greater Waterville community.
Love said.

Case of bed bugs in Heights suite Geology
conf erence
in Denver
From BED BUGS, Page 1

eggs, as well as to prevent future
outbreaks. The thermal method requires the affected area to be
heated to a high temperature for
several hours, killing the bugs and
eggs in the process. Though costlier, the thermal method ensures,
according to Modem Pest Control,
100 percent eradication , and is
more environmentally friendly.
Also, the affected students would
be able to return to their normal
living habits sooner with the thermal treatment.
After some discussion with the
school and Modern Pest Control ,
the students decided on thermal
treatment. Sensors were placed

throughout the rooms, including
in drawers, as large , running industrial heaters in the rooms over
a period of several hours. A Modern employee monitored the temperature
throughout
the
treatment, occasionally raising it
or moving heaters as necessary to
ensure the correct conditions to
eradicate the bugs.
Fortunately, according to Modern Pest Control , this infestation
was very mild. In addition , the risk
of the infestation spreading was
fairly low due to the design of the
suite. Thick block walls and tile
floors make it impossible for bed
bugs to move from the room , as
they cannot travel on such surfaces, or even human skin. They
need a more textured surface to

pissed off."
Still, Goodwin is able to maintain some optimism in this polarPresidential historian and author ized political climate, and believes
Doris Reams Goodwin '64 was a that a total stalwart in Congress is
guest on the "Colbert Report" on unlikely to hold off all progress,
November 3. Her appearance in- considering there is "enough urcluded many laughs and much in- gency for the different parties to
sight concerning the results of the come together."
When asked by Colbert about
midterm elections.
A revered presidential historian her stance on President Barack
and author, some of Goodwin 's ac- Obama's shortcomings, Goodwin
gave an anecdote much to the apcolades include a Pulitzer Prize in
1995 for No Ordinary Time: peasement of her comedic host "A
Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt, little self-deprecating humor would
help [himj now,
her third biogtoo," she said. In
raphy based in
an interview with
the
White
the Echo, she also
House. Even
stressed that it
with
Goodwas crucial for
win 's success
Obama to emuand seemingly
late his great
encyclopedic
predecessors such
knowledge of
as Lincoln, RooAmerican hissevelt, Kennedy
tory, she still
and Reagan in esretains an intablishing a constant likeability
nection to the
that keeps popular television
American people.
Her personal
hosts like John
relationship
with
the President has
Stewart and Stephen Colbert askensured her that Obama is "so
ing for more.
Goodwin 's biggest disappoint- warm in person when you know
ment and concern is the premature him," and his next task is to project
focus on the 2012 presidential elec- that amiability to ease the country
tion, rather than having legislators at large.
Between book tours, numerous
focused on the present problems at
hand in the United States. She cited television appearances and consulthe Republican Senate Minority tation for a host of important playLeader Mitch McConnelPs priori- ers in politics, Goodwin still fondly
ties—the first being to oust the sit- remembersher time at the College.
ting president—as dangerous, and The professors on the Hill were the
questioned whether congressmen "best teachers anywhere," she said,
and women are planning to "do and she experienced a "thrill of
what's necessary for the country learning and a closeness with prowhen they are worried about the fessors that prepared [me] so well
for graduate school at Harvard."
[elections] in 2012."
Goodwin is also a big propoShe attributed the results of the
elections to dissatisfaction within nent of the small liberal arts eduboth parties—"A plague on both cation. It "can create a sense of
camaraderie of social and intellecyour houses," as defined by the
American electorate—and to the
tual life that you can't get at a big
fact that that people are "just university," she said.

By BECKY NEWMAN

sources of greenhouse gases include
solid waste, collegerelated travel, commuters, purchased
electricity and fleet.
Currently,the College
uses a little over
1,000,000 gallons of
oil each year.With the
construction of the
new biomass building, this dependency
on oil will essentially
be eliminated.
The new build- Construction of the biomass building
ing will y ield numerous
benefits,
but most importantly, it will re- structure and collecting the wood
duce our dependency on foreign to be burned.
The projected cost of the buildoil , and more importantly the
College 's reliance on a single ing is just over 11.25 million dollars. Depending
fuel source.
on the cost of fuel
Currently, if
and wood, the
the College
building should
has trouble
pay
for
itself
getting oil it
within 10 to 15
basicall y has
years because of
no other opall the money the
tions. In the
College will be
future,
the
saving on fuel
College will
costs—almost one
have a secmillion dollars a
o n d a r y
year—Murph y
source
of
and Paul Libby,
fuel , which
assistant director
will be more
for operations and
environmenmaintenance
of
tall y friendly
and dependable.
the physical plant department informed the Echo.
Further, the new building will
The funding for this project will
provide jobs for locals both in
come
from renovation allocations
building and maintaining the

t r ib u t ed
through [the
New England
Dream Center]
in
Winslow and
[will go] to 32
area
food
s h e l t e r s ,"
Klaus
said.
The monetary
contributions
will be used to
purchase
turkeys for local families in need
this Thanksgiving.
This is the first year students
were able to make a monetary donation to the drive instead of just
a food donation. Students also had
the option of filling out a five or 10
dollar pledge card that allowed
them to donate money straight
from their CoIbyCard accounts.
Klaus and Roberts Dining Hall
Manager Andy Goodspeed agreed
that this new feature of the drive
led to increased student participation this year. "This is the best
we 've ever done on the student
side," Goodspeed said.
However, the Helping Hands
drive "conflicted with some other
drives that were going on at the
same time on the faculty and staff

Doris Kearns Goodwin '64
talks elections with Colbert

grip, such as fabric.
Though bed bugs are often the
cause of much commotion, there is
no scientific evidence that they
carry any diseases, and they cannot jump or fly. They are usually
carried on a victim 's clothing,
backpack, sheets or mattress. Because of this, Modem has checked
areas frequented by the affected
students and had confirmed that
there has been no spread.
Campus Life and PPD stressed
that this issue is a fortunately isolated
one. That said, students should remain vigilant and report any suspected infestations or bites.
Information about bed bugs and the
recent infestation can be found on the
Colby
PPD
website,
http-./Awww.colbycdu/campus_cs/pp.

From CONFERENCE . Rage 1

ences and present their research, the
opportunity allows them to network
and also to enter into the professional field of their area of study, an
experience that can almost be surreal for students on the Hill.
"Looking back at my first semester freshman year, I never
would have thoug ht I'd have the
opportunity to do research in South
Africa as a sophomore and present
it in a serious, professional setting
as a junior," Katsiaficas said.

Her personal
relationship with
the President
has ensured her
that Obama is
"sowarm in person
when you
know him..."

Maine Lt. Zimmerman
mourned in home state
By YANA MAYAYEVA
NEWS STAFF

Marine First Lt. James R. Zimmerman, 2 nd Marine Division, II
Marine Expeditionary, passed at
the age of 25 while conducting
combat operations in Helmand
Province, Afghanistan. Maine
Governor John Baldacci called Lt.
Zimmerman "an American hero."
Baldacci and the members of the
state's congressional delegation requested that United States and
Maine flags be lowered on November 2 nd to coincide with Lt.
Zimmerman's memorial service.
To honor this request and the life
of the lieutenant, Colby College
had flags on campus lowered to
half-staff all day.

Zimmerman joined the Marine
Corps on March 21, 2003, the first
day of Operation Iraqi Freedom.
He soon became a platoon commander out on Camp Lejeune, NC,
and was later promoted to be a
First Lieutenant in May, 2010. On
June 13, 2010, he was deployed to
Afghanistan, leaving a wife, parents, sister and brother behind.
He grew up in Smyrna, Maine,
and graduated from Greater Houlton Christian Academy, where all
of his family currently work.
Headmaster at the academy, Marc
Jago, said, "James was a man who
wanted to serve his country, his
God and his fellow soldiers." Lt.
Zimmerman was, "always happy
to be a Marine," and always, "full
of life."

InternationalFoodFestival
celebratesglobal cuisines
From FESTIVAL, Page 1

Jalene Regassa ' 13 said. This
bread was complemented nicely
by doro, which is a chicken dish
mixed with hard-boiled eggs.
The Albanian table was located rig ht at the entrance to
Page and their prime location
matched their prize-winning
dishes. "We 're all from different
regions of Albania so we all just
cooked what our moms make ,"
Arlinda Rezhdo '13 said. Some
of these dishes included Musaka
(which is a mixture of potatoes ,
eggplant and beef), tomato sauce
(fried tomatoes, onions and peppers), salads , homemade salad
dressing (olive oil , feta, olives
and peppers) and bread with feta,
which went very well with the
tomato sauce.
Simeonova and Saikrishna

Chavali '11 , vice president of
International Club, spent about
two weeks planning for the
event. Chiran Bhandari ' 13
was responsible for managing
the cooks.
Prizes were awarded to those
countries that went above and beyond. Vietnam won the grand
prize overall, which was no surprise jud g ing by the mass of people constantly surrounding their
table. The food prizes were
awarded to Albania, Bangladesh
and Ghana respectively. Decoration awards went to Nepal, India
and East Africa, winning first, second and third place, respectively.
Last, Russia and Austria-Germany
won first and second prize for
dessert, respectively.
Event attendees were impressed with the student chefs,
and all left with full bellies and
smiling faces.

FEATU RES

Students make decisions to transfer to and from Hill
By CAITLIN VANCE
NEWS STAFF

There are many reasons students decide to transfer schools,
ranging from cost to academics to
diversity to career building opportunities. Some students find that
the school they originall y decided
to attend does not meet their personal needs only after having spent
a year or two there, and they are
forced to rethink their decisions.
Here on the Hill there are several
students each year who decide that
Colby is not the best fit for them,
but at the same time the school also
welcomes new students who began
their college experience elsewhere.
For Lauren Fiorelli * 12J. the
location of and lack of community at New York University drove
her to rethink her college choice.
"While I love New York City,
there was no community at NYU .
The University advertises the city
as their campus and their community, and they throw you into life
downtown without giving you
much to hang onto. In the end, it
felt more like living in the city
and taking courses than it felt like
1 was attending a college. "
Fiorelli said.
Now in her second year on the
Hill , Fiorelli feels that she has
found what her original college
was lacking. "So many people are
involved in some campus group,
team or other, myself included.
And it creates this sort of web of
connections between students so
that you end up knowing, or at
least knowing of, a lot of different
people through friends."
Matthew Cheever '12 , who
transferred from the University of
Connecticut, said, "I came from a
small wooded town and UConn
was too much. Too many people,
too big; the campus seemed like a
city. It was also very impersonal,
you would walk all around campus
and not see anyone you knew."
Other staple student interests,
such as academics and athletics,
can drive students to seek a
school more appropriate for their
Burton
current
needs.
Gildersleeve ' 12 said Kenyon
College did not offer the major he
wanted to pursue freshman year,

Latin American studies, and that
he sought a college with a more
"East Coast feel." He also preferred Colby 's basketball team
and coach to Kenyon 's.
While many idealize life on the
Hill, not every student feels that
Colby can fulfill his or her personal goals. Some transfer out of
small liberal arts colleges in New
England in search of better
research and internship opportunities , urban environments or
more diverse student populations.
Doug Proctor, Georgetown
'12 , said, "Probably the biggest
factor in my decision was location ...1 just wanted to be in
[Washington] DC. Colby is quite
isolated; the lack of internship
opportunities in Waterville was a
big factor, and I knew that by
moving back to D.C. I'd be able
to do more to combine my interest
in interning during school with
academics. All else equal , if
Colby had been closer to a city,
and closer to home, I don 't think I
would have transferred."
Student diversity was a deciding factor when Melissa Roth ,
Northeastern '11 , decided to transfer. "I wanted a school with a more
diverse student population and

All else equal ,
if Colby had
been closer
to a city, and
closer to home,
I don 't think I
would have
transferred.
Doug Proctor
Georgetown '12

more research opportunities. 1
ended up switching into the engineering program, and now that I'm
on co-op I' m getting a lot of job
experience and plenty of internship opportunities," Roth said.
Personal growth during the
first year of college can also leave
students with the realization that
the school they originally chose

no longer fits.
"I thought I knew what I wanted in my life," Hannah Shapiro
'12 , who transferred to Colby
from Boston University said. "But
over the course of the summer and
my first year at BU I realized that
that wasn't the case... I was
uncomfortable with the smoke
and noisiness of the city, put off
by the lack of friendliness I found
as I walked around 'campus,' frustrated by my inability to make
friends apart from my roommate
and the people I met through her,
missing the outdoors....Switching
to a school with such a community sounded like the exact way to
fix everything that felt wrong with
my current situation."
Students admit that transferring can be a difficult experience, both in leaving one
college after having made close
friends and in becoming integrated into the community and
in adjusting to a new school as
an upperclassman.
"I met a lot of really interesting, fun and genuine people during my freshman year. Starting
over at Georgetown wasn't the
easiest thing either, from a social
perspective, since freshman year
is really when people are most
open to meeting new people and
making new friends. From an academic perspective , transferring
entails a whole new administrative structure, new requirements
and getting a sense for which are
the best professors on campus. It
took a while to get a sense for the
different aspects of academic life
at a new school ," Proctor said.
Most students reported that their
experiences at a new college or
university became easier after
experiencing an adjustment period.
"Coming to Colby was a surprisingly easy transition.Even arriving
in the middle of the school year in
January. A couple of my closest
friends now are people 1 met in my
first few days here," Fiorelli said.
"It was difficult starting over
almost as a freshman again, [but]
it was exciting at the same time,"
Gildersleeve said. "It was easy
getting settled in, especially with
basketball and the closeness of
the team. It's definitely an irregular college experience though,

and you're reminded of that since
a lot of people make their best
friends their freshman year; I
made great friends at Kenyon and
miss them a bunch."
Unfortunately, some students
remain unsure whether the school
they transferred to was the right
choice. "Upon coming to Colby, I
hated it. It was so much different
than UConn. Classes were ten
times harder, my life was ten times
busier, I was so much more
stressed, and it was not fun ,"
Cheever said. "Being a transfer
student, I went to orientation with
first years and 1 got caught up in all
the first year stuff that goes on with
new kids at college. Colby is more
a private boarding school than a
real college [and] people here will
never experience what college
really is or what it should be like."
However, Cheever also said "I
would not trade anything for the
friends I have made here. Truly
amazing people go to this school
and it is great to walk around and
pass familiar faces." Ultimately,
he is glad he transferred, but
unsure whether Colby was the
best place.
Harry Davis ' 11 had the unique
experience of transferring from
Colby to Pitzer College, and then
back to Colby. "I have enjoyed
my academic career at Colby
immensely, but I believe the academic atmosphere at this school is

rather mainstream. While our professors are undoubtedly of the
highest caliber, their areas of
research, in my experience, are
limited and moderate. Pitzer
offers an array of alternative
classes, and their professors tend
to be outside of the academic
mainstream," Davis said. He also
cited problems with the adminis-

tration as contributing to his decision to transfer, but admitted that
in the end the timing of his transfer to Pitzer simply was not conducive
to
his
happiness.
"Transferring as a second semester junior is just not feasible.
Social cliques and student identity have solidified by this point. I
found it hard to infiltrate the

social atmosphere of Pitzer...I
liked what I saw, but I was not a
part of it; I missed the close
friendships. It has been extremely
tough and challenging at points,
but I am glad to be finishing my
undergraduate career at Colby."
Despite making the decision to
relocate, transfer students often
still value their experiences at
their original college. "I feel like I
got the best of both worlds. Colby
is a unique place with a lot of
incredible people, and 1 was lucky
to be a part of the community for
a year. But I knew that I wouldn't
be able to do the things 1 wanted
to do during school if I was in
Waterville," Proctor said.
For any students that are currently wondering whether or not
Colby truly is the place for them,
Proctor offered some words of
advice: "I think it's really important that you honestly reflect on
what the reasons driving your
decision are. Colby is an amazing
place filled with great people, and
there are real costs associated
with leaving."
Students transfer for an array of
reasons, but all agree that it is difficult to leave friends and memories behind, and to adjust to a new
college as an upperclassman.
However, those willing to make
the changes will find themselves
with a multitude of valuable and
unique college experiences.

degree and imagined he would
be a piano professor at a college. However, after graduating
he took a job as a chorus conductor at a junior high school.
"It was a very comfortable job,"
Saunders remembered, "but I
realized that if I didn 't try something else, I would probably be
there for the rest of my life and
might regret it."
He went back to graduate
school to study the harpsichord
but his path shifted again. In a
music
history
seminar,
Saunders fell in love with 17th
century church music and this
has continued to be his research
interest. In addition to this ,
Saunders is also interested in
19 th century American folk
songs. With both, he is intrigued
by the intersection of music and
culture and how each influences
and illuminates our understanding of the other.
Saunders teaches outside of his
research areas and cites his 100
level courses as privileged
moments. "Students [in 100 level
courses] haven 't had a lot of
exposure to classical music, and
to share...the first hearing of a
Beethoven symphony or the first
time they hear a Chopin piano
piece—it just doesn 't get better
than that ," Saunders said.
Although classical music can
be a foreign or unrelatable experience for some, Saunders said that
teaching the music is easy. "If you
share your passion for [music],
Beethoven and Mozart will do
most of the work for you." He

continued, "You get a kind of
experience of the world through
music that you can't get in any
other way. It 's a double barreled
punch: music gives you these
aesthetic .experiences that are
moving, wonderful and powerful.
At the same time it gives you
these intellectual problems to
solve. There are always interesting things to think about when it
comes to music's relationship to
culture or the complexities of
how a piece is structured."
Certainly, Saunders made me
realize this in one of my formative experiences at Colby. It was
in Saunders' Music Theory One
class that I learned how beautiful and logical music is , even at
its most stripped down level.
In addition to Saunders '
responsibilities as a professor
and advisor to his students, he is
also the chair of the Admissions
Committee which acts as
"ambassadors for the Admissions
office and advisors on policy
matters." The committee organizes relationships and contacts
with community organizations
and areas that haven 't been
tapped yet to recruit a variety of
students to Colby.
Aside from being a professor
and worrying about his administrative responsibilities, Saunders
enjoys running, playing squash
and fly fishing, which he does
with his students, breaking down
that wall between being a professor and being a friend. It is clear
that Saunders cares very much
about his students.

"You 're
always
really
pleased when your best students
go on to graduate school , those
are
enormously
proud
moments," he said. "But the
most moving moments are
when you see someone who you
knew as a first year student who
was shy and uncertain about
themselves, and all of a sudden,

you see them on stage as a
senior, no longer a kid but a
mature, thoughtful young person, confident in their abilities.
And it is often the students who
aren 't going to be super stars,
who aren't going to go to graduate school for music, but
someone you've watched blossom and grow."

NICK IODICE/THE COLBY ECHO

Colby students Shapiro , Fiorelli and Davis, left to right, have transferred to and f r o m the College.

I would not
trade anything
for the friends
I have made
here. Truly
amazing
people go to
this school.
Matthew Cheever

Class of 2012

Professor bonds with students over Beethoven
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Saunders is passionate about the intersection of music and culture.
By QAINAT KHAN
A&E EDITOR

Ask any student at the College
who has taken Music 111 and
they will rave about Charles A.
Dana Professor of Music Steve
Saunders ' enthusiasm.
Lauren McCrary '12 , a music
remembers
fondly,
major,
"Steve was illustrating [half]
cadences in Haydn's 'Surprise
Symphony.' He was sitting in a
folding chair and standing up to
applaud every time it sounded
like the end. He got so involved
in this , however, that he broke
the chair. At the time, we all
burst out in laughter. I'm sure
today that even [students who
aren 't music majors or minors]

in the class remember the
'Surprise Symphony.'"
Saunders can still remember
the first time he knew he wanted
to make a lifelong commitment to
music. In his hi gh school band,
the ensemble sight read an
arranged excerpt from a Wagner
opera and Saunders recalled, "I
found the music so powerful, I
basically could not play. I just
brought the horn from my mouth
and just had to sit there." He continued laughing, "It must have
been reall y terrible too because
we were sight reading the first
time through. We were at a
reunion 10 years later and this
story came up and my classmate
said, 'I felt that way too!'"
Saunders attended Carnegie
Melton for his undergraduate
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DK NAIL
SALON
Certifi ed Licensed Prof essional

COLBY SPECIALS :
Thursdays:
Manicure Pedicure Combo
Regular Price $35, $30 with student ID
Manicure
Regular Price $10, $8 with student ID
HOURS:
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-8 p.m.,
Sunday By Appointment
183 Main St
Waterville, ME 04901
(207) 872-9022

WHO'S WHO: EMMA CREEDEN '12

Junior dedicates free time to teaching, volunteering
Creeden exp lores her passion f or teaching young students through local boys ' and girls ' groups
"how they see themselves in
today 's society [and] what society expects of them versus what
they perceive as real men or
women," she said.
"It 's tough every day to work
with kids," she said. She noted
that it seems like teachers see
their students more than those
students ' parents do. Even the
boys who act tough , she said, "let
their guard down and you just
know that they 're such good kids.
Knowing that I can help bring
that potential out of them...that 's
what hooks me."
The young girls of Waterville
need not fear, though: Emma also
leads small-group discussions
with middle-school girls in her
capacity as muse for Hardy Girls
Health y Women (HGHW). In
addition to her position as a muse
for the organization , which she
began last year, she now serves as
program leader of HGHW at
Colby. As program leader she
helps cultivate a sense of community among the muses on campus.
"I love forming relationships
with other people and immersing
myself in the environmen t I' m
living in...I don 't think there was
a single motivating factor [for
teaching]...! think that there 's a
need to form those relationshi ps
with younger kids," she said.
She also student teaches twice
a week in a local fifth-grade
classroom through her Teaching
for Social Justice class, which is
also taught by Tappan.
When asked to define good
teaching, she said , "1 don 't
know— this could sound sill y—
but I just feel it all over. "

CHRIS KASPBAK THE CLUB* ECHO

Emma Creeden '12 works through a busy schedule so she can pursue her dream of being a teacher.
By ALLISON EHRENREICH
NEWS EDITOR

On Monday mornings, when
most students at the College are
sound asleep in bed , Emma
Creeden '12 has already started
her week. She and her friend
Laura Maloney '12 wake up
around 5:45 a.m. and head downtown to cook breakfast at the
Mid-Maine Homeless Shelter.
For the English major and
education
minor
from
Wrentham, Mass., getting off
the Hill and down into the community is simply part of her reg-

ular routine. Emma joined
Colby Cares About Kids
(CCAK) during her first year at
the College. After her classes,
she mentors a fifth-grade girl at
an after-school program at the
Alfond Youth Center.
"When I started with CCAK ,
that was my first real experience going out into the
Waterville community," she
said. What she saw there was "a
need for Colby involvement in
the community...for older men
and women to form relationships" and act as role models
for the kids downtown.
But that 's not all. Emma

knows
that
middle-school
English classrooms are where
she wants to be , particularly
those located in socioeconomically depressed areas. She has
been able to start engaging with
these sorts of classrooms by student teaching in local schools.
Her Boys to Men class, taught
by Professor and Director of
Education Mark Tappan, gives
Emma the opportunity to colead a boys' group of seventhand eighth-grade boys in discussions about masculinity. During
these discussions she speaks
with the students about what it
means to grow up as a boy,

Goldfarb Center fosters
involvement , leadership
By CARLY RUSHFORD
NEWS STAFF

The Goldfarb Center for Public
Affairs and Civic Engagement,
commonly referred to as "The
Goldfarb Center" on campus,
brings distinguished speakers to
school and hosts philanthrop ic
events throughout the year. Its
mission is to help students make
connections between the classroom and global issues. The
Goldfarb Center is much more
then the brightly colored promotional posters its employees tack
all around dorms and buildings—
but what really happens behind
the scenes of this organization?
According to the Goldfarb
Center 's website, the College
used funds donated by Trustee
William Goldfarb '68 to found
the Center in 2003. The administration created the Center with
the intention of "bringing] faculty and students together with
local, state, national and international leaders to explore creative,
interdiscip linary approaches to
the complex challenges facing
today 's world." William R.
Kenan
Jr.
Professor
of
Government and former Director
of the Colby in Washington
Program L. Sandy Maisel is the
current Director of the Goldfarb
Center; his support staff is comprised of Community Outreach
and Programming Director Alice
Elliot and Assistant Director
Barbara Spangle.
In addition to its on-campus
staff, the Center employs a
national Advisory Board composed of prominent alumni , parents and friends of the College
who have back grounds in public
and civic affairs. Four alumni liaison committees—located in
Washington, D.C., New York ,
Boston and Maine—are attached
to the Goldfarb Center.
The Goldfarb Center that we
know today, however, serves
many other purposes, some of
which are not prominentl y

advertised around campus. For
example, the Center provides
faculty members with research
grants each year so as to enable
them to extend their work outside the classroom. This year,
Gail Carlson, assistant professor
of environmental studies, will
be hosting a conference on the
status of obesity research in the
United States. She will use
funding from the Goldfarb
Center to bring six to eight
experts to campus to engage in a
weekend of lectures and
research updates on obesity.
Faculty can also apply for
grants so that they can add cultural engagement components to
their classes. One class offered at
the College, Learning by Giving:

Students can
also apply for
grants through
the Goldfarb
Center if their
work is likely
to lead to
academic
pursuits.
Nonprofit Organizations and
Philanthropy, requires students to
locate organizations that they
would like to fund and fi gure out
how to allocate a sum of $10,000.
The student with the most
impressive proposal receives
$10,000 to carry out his or her
plan. This course, led by Charles
A. Dana Professor of Sociology
Tom Morrione, enables students
to learn more about the inner
working of non-profits work and
forces them to decide which
organizations need their funding
the most.
When
asked
about
the
Goldfarb Center, Maisel said ,
"Students are involved in every-

thing we do." A few work
directl y with the Center,
holding positions and giving input on how to better
the philanthropic work
done on campus. The
Student Advisory Board is
composed of students from
every class year with four
of these students serving on
the Executive Committee.
Ellen V. Morris '11 , Smriti
Bajracharya M l , Justin
Rouse '12 and Lisa Kaplan
' 13 serve as members of
the Executive Committee.
As members of
the
Committee, they help plan
Goldfarb Center activities.
Kaplan and Danny Garin
' 13 worked with the Center
last year to raise over
$70 ,000 for Haiti. This
year, Kaplan is starting a
book
drive
for
the
Resource Center in the
South End of Waterville.
Students can also app ly
for grants throug h the
Goldfarb Center if their
work is likely to lead to academic pursuits. This semester, the Center sent several
women 's, gender and sexuality studies students to a
feminist conference in New
York City, where they partici pated in several workshops and learned how to
become better activists in
the Colby community.
Overall , the Goldfarb
Center influences campus
in many different ways.
The
Colby
Volunteer
Center and Colby Cares
About Kids programs, for
instance , both fall under its
jurisdiction. The Center
educates students on public and civic affairs and
creates opportunities for
them to pursue their academic interests. Maisel happil y said, of his job as
Director of the Center, "I
don 't ever do the same
thing twice in one day."
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Something overcomes her when
she sees good teaching in
action, she said. "Just right in
my stomach I feel it: this is what
I should be doing. It 's art." This
feeling is part of what inspires
her to be a teacher.

she has been an active member of
the organization since her first
year on the Hill. Those who like
to hit the books hard might recognize her as a circulation desk
worker in Miller Library. She has
also worked on the Relay for Life
committee—a volunteer-driven
fundraiser
benefiting
the
American Cancer Society—since
her first year at the College. And,
as if that weren 't enough, Emma
has been a COOT2 leader for the
past two years, helping to welcome first-year students to the
Hill during Orientation.
Emma has spent the past two
summers working as a one-to-one
aid at a camp for mentally and
physically disabled children. She
splits her between the camp and
working as a function waitress;
over the summer, Emma works
seven days a week.
Emma takes her myriad of
activities in stride. Although
she 's incredibly busy, her packed
schedule is just a way of life.
"It 's hard for me to see sometimes how other people think I
do a lot...It 's just that this is
what I love to be doing so I
don 't see why I shouldn 't be
doing it ," she said.
Emma is planning on spending her spring semester in
Copenhagen, Denmark. While
she 's overseas, she will be
studying child development and
diversity. She has the opportunity to take a seminar on children
in a multicultural context and
teach English in an elementary
school there.
The bottom line? "I love working with kids, period ," she said.

It 's tough
every day to
work with
kids....[you
can see them]
let their guard
down and you
just know that
they're such
good kids.
Knowing that I
can help bring
that potential
out in them...
that 's what
hooks me.
Emma Creeden

Class of 2012

She said that when she sees
"that click" it changes her whole
day, "and everything [is] all
right again."
Emma stays engaged with the
community in other ways, too.
She currently serves as the Colby
Democrats ' vice-president , and
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TAKE Y OUR N EXT
B IG STEP TO
L ONG T ERM SUCCESS
The Bryant MBA One-Yea r p rogra m is
specificall y designed for those with little or
no professional experience. Graduates in
,,
- i
all areas - arts, sciences,
business,
,,
1,1
.„,
,-.
engineering a n d h e a l t h c a r e — w i l l bencnt

To LEARN MORE ABOUT THE
Bryant MBA One-year Program:

V ISIT :

,
, ™ .„ .
www.bryant.edu/MBAone
J

from earning a Master of Business

CALL :

A d m i n i s t r a t i o n ( M B A ) earl y on.

(401) 232-6230

By en r o l l i ng in the B ry a n t One-Year
MBA program you will:

grad prog@bryant.edu

• Gain valuable professional experience
t h r o ug h t h e Business Practicum.
• Distinguish yourself in a c o m p e t i t i v e
. ,
,
j ob market.
• B u i l d the strategic business and
.
. , .
?
p r a c t i c a l k n o w - h o w necessary lor
success in a n y field.
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LePage's victorywill require newmayorof Waterville
By CATE DONOVAN
NEWS STAFF

Mayor of Waterville Paul
LePage's recent \ ictorv in the
Maine gubernatorial election
leaves the future of Waterville's
government uncertain. LePage
has yet to announce when he will
resign as mayor, a position that he
' has held since 2003. and until he
does so. Waterville cannot begin
to elect his rep lacement
In an interview on November 3
w ith Waterville 's The Morning
Sentinel. LePage joked about his
resignation '" I' m going to keep
torturing 'em 1 mig ht give 'em a
(. hnstmas present. " he said.
This response was echoed bv
Waterville City Clerk Arlene
Strahan. who said that there are
rumors circulating throughout
Waterville that '"[LePage] is going
to serve as mayor until the end of
the year."
According to the cit\ council
website, the position of Mayor of
Waterville was first created in
1888. and up until 2005 (the
beginning of LePage 's term) the
city favored a "strong mayor "
form of government, in which the
mayor was given total authority in
the local government
As a result of a new charter that
was approved by voters m 2005.
Waterville now maintains a
"council-manager" form of government , in which the mayor acts
as the head of a larger governing

body- the city council.

The new city charter outlines
the powers and duties of the
mayor, as well as the protocol
followed in the event of a mayora l resignation, and Strahan
summarized the procedures that
will be followed after LePage 's
impending resignation.
"What happens is the chair of
the city council acts as mayor
until another mayor is elected.

The chair of
the city
council acts
as mayor
until another
mayor is
elected.
Arlene Strahan
Waterville City Clerk

That council person has the right
to vote but he [or she] does not
have the right of veto ." Strahan
said. Besides the right of veto, the
rep lacement has all of the same
duties and powers as the mayor.
Dana W. Sennett, D-Ward 4. is
the city council chairman who
will act as interim mayor followresignation.
ing
LePage 's
According to the city charter .

Sennett will act as mayor onl y
until the position is permanentl y
filled following a special election
"called within 30 days of the
vacancy, unless the vacancy
occurs within three months prior
to the next regular munici pal
election. " Because the next regular election is planned for
November 2011 , a special election will need to be held after
LePage resigns.
In an interview conducted by
The Morning Sentinel in earl y
November. Sennett said , "I 'm
absolutely prepared to take over
as acting mayor of the city of
Waterville I' ve done it several
times now in Paul' s absence, and
having been the chairman of the
city council for a number of years
now. it seemsjust a natural transition for me at this time."
In the same interview, Sennett,
a Democrat whose council term
expires in 2011 . hinted that he
might be interested in permanently filling the position of mayor.
"I' m the longest-serving city
council member...and want to
continue on the same path that we
are currently following with the
municipality," Sennett said.
In his interview with The
Morning
Sentinel ,
LePage
revealed whom he would support
as his successor. His choice is
"AIek Fortier...but I haven 't told
him yet ," LePage said.
Fortier, a Republican who most
recently ran for the seat of House
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Waterville will need to elect a new mayor once LePage starts serving as governor f o r Maine.
District 77, is a resident of
Waterville and a graduate of
Waterville High School and the
University of Maine at Augusta,
where he earned a Bachelor 's
degree in business management.
According to a September
interview with The Morning
Sentinel about his goals as seat of
House District 77 , Fortier said
that "past legislatures have not
been focused on the important
issues like making Maine an
attractive p lace to work and raise
a family. Our state government is

bloated , inefficient and, I believe,
headed in the wrong direction. I
believe I can help."
Fortier, son of John Fortier, a
friend and supporter of LePage,
ended up losing the race for the
seat of House District 77 to
Thomas R.W. Longstaff. a retired
professor of religic studies on
the Hill and former Waterville
City Councilor.
According to the city charter,
Fortier or Sennett would need to
be nominated in a caucus held by
their respective parties in order to

run for mayor. Only then can they
vie for this position in a city that
the website for LePage's gubernatorial campaign describes as
"solidly Democrat" with a
"Democrat council."
While LePage continues to
preside over city council meetings, there is much uncertainty
and suspense surrounding his
departure.
Nevertheless, as
Sennett told
The Morning
Sentinel, LePage's victory marks
"an exciting time for the city of
Waterville and for his family."

Students volunteer at local market An old-style pub
RESTAURANT REVIEW: THE LIBERAL CUP

CHB1S KA5PRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

Molly Bennett I I volunteers at Barrels Community Market f o r a coup le of hours every Saturday.

By RACHEL GOFF
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

Barrels Community Market ,
located
on
Main
St.
in
Waterville. sells organic app les .
fresh baked bagels , hand knit
mittens and many other locall y
produced goods. Despite its
wide variety of products made
in Maine , w hat is perhaps most
unique about the market is that
(other than its t w o managers) its
entire staff is made up of volunteers—and many of these volunteers are students from the Hill,
"Barrels wouldn 't be what it
is w i t h o u t Colby students helping us on a daily basis ." Market
M a n a g e r David Gulak said.
Barrels has about 10 to 15
a c t i v e student volunteers on its
s c h e d u l e at any given time.
Each student volunteer spends
about two hours a week perf o r m i n g tasks l i k e stocking ,
cleaning, helping customers and
preparing for events.
John Perkins ' 11 has been
volunteering once a week at
Barrels for almost a year. As a
volunteer , "my role is very simi-

small grocery store ," Perkins
said—he stocks shelves, prices
items and runs errands. "1 break
down a lot of cardboard boxes ,"
he said. "I' m basically a pro at

(CVC) because she respects the
market 's commitment to community development.
"[Barrels] not only supports
local farmers, bakers and artithat now ."
sans ," Wardell
While
the
said , "it also
hosts
public
work that volunteers do at
events for the
community that
Barrels
may
seem menial ,
bring
people
together in a
the volunteers
see the value of
common space
their work and
to learn new
things and disthey
enjoy
doing
it
cuss important
goings on in
because
they
the area."
support
the
By supportmarket 's mis"I' m
sion.
ing local farms.
Barrels
also
excited about
Robyn Wardell demonstrates a
[Barrels ]
Class of 2011
efforts to develcommitment to
environmental
op Waterville
protection.
and really bring
Kenzo Moyano 14 started volunit together as a community.
teering at Barrels a couple months
Robyn Wardell ' 11 said.
Wardell began volunteering at
ago. and he enjoys volunteering
Barrels soon after it opened in the
(and shopping) at the market
spring of 2009. and she helps to because he likes knowing that
coordinate student volunteers at
he 's buying goods "made by
Mainers who worked hard to culBarrels as a program leader with

I'm excited
about [Barrels ']
efforts to
develop
Waterville and
really bring it
together as a
community.

products. rather than buy ing
something in Wal-Mart [that is]
made
and
shi pped
from
Indonesia," he said. "Emissions
from shipp ing alone are ridiculousl y high. "
Community development and
environmental protection aside,
however, "Barrels is just a fun
place to be," Wardell said.
Volunteering at Barrels is "a
cool way to get off campus and
try something different," Perkins
said. "It 's a great break from
school work ," he added. Anna
Leavitt '12 , who has been volunteering at Barrels since last
spring, agrees.
"It 's just two hours a week,"
Leavitt said. "I can afford to take
two hours a week to help out. "
Leavitt
volunteers Saturday
mornings from 10 a.m.-12 p.m.,
and she loves hanging out with
Gulak and Mikey Owens, the
market 's assistant manager.
"The organizers are really
approachable [and] enthusiastic ,"
Wardell agreed. In addition to getting to know Barrels ' managers,
student volunteers appreciate the
opportunity to interact with people from Waterville and its neighboring towns , something not
every student on the Hill gets to
do on a regular basis.
"The patrons are always a colorful and surprising ly diverse
group from the area who are
great to talk to ," Wardell said. "I
like meeting new people while
I' m volunteering and hearing
their interesting perspectives
and ideas. "
"Before 1 started volunteering
at Barrels I didn 't feel like a part
of the local community," Leavitt
said. "Now 1 feel like 1 know a lot
more about what is going on in
town , and in Maine in general. "
The feeling is mutual , as
locals enjoy talking with students from the College. In addition to the tasks that student
volunteers perform, "the young
energy and the social value that
they bring to the market is also
appreciated by our staff, customers , and other volunteers ,"
Gulak said. "We definitely notice
a huge difference when Colby is

By MICHAEL BROPHY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Liberal Cup is one of those
restaurants that has earned a permanent buzz among Colby students for it 's delicious comfort
food , home-brewed beer and
relaxed atmosphere.
This restaurant is not a place
you can go if you are short on
time. Located 24 miles south of
Waterville in Hallo well , The
Libera l Cup does not take reservations and has notoriously
long waits. Everybody is willing to wait for a reason , however. The pub is a fun place to
hang out if you haven 't been
seated yet , the bar has plenty of
local and house brews to tide
you over while you wait and the
food is delicious.
Owner
Geoff
Houg hton
founded
The
Libera l
Cup
because
he
always wanted to
be in the brewing
business and was
able to convince
enough partners
to buy into his
vision of creating
an English-sty le
pub in Maine.
Even though The
Liberal Cup has
only been around for about ten
years, it has somehow acquired
the well-worn look of a pub
decades older , without sacrificing any authenticity.
This unmatchable (at least in
Maine) pub atmosp here is definitel y worth the 30 m i n u t e
drive , but the main drawback of
its distance from Colby is that
you have to drive home , which
becomes an issue when you
taste their beer selection. These
are not your Hillside standard
Natty Lights.
The bar offers a selection of
six rich and heavy beers on tap
and a plethora of other beers
from the bottle. I was glad that
I had chosen a dining companion who was not-yct 21 years
old and could safely drive my

her my keys , as 1 did not see
any chance that my motor skills
would be of the same quality
when I left as they were when I
arrived , due to the quality
selection of beer.
I started off with the thick and
golden We All (S)cream Ale , followed b y the much darker
Tarbox Cream Stout. After
drinking these two large and
heavy beers during my wait , I
felt like I had eaten an entire loaf
of bread and I was wary of eating
a whole meal afterwards.
Somehow I persevered , however, and was even able to polish
off a third beer, the very dark but
surprisingly smooth and drinkable Drummer 's Lane Brown
Ale. Although the beers are
heavy, they are all delicious. To
quote Frank "The Tank" Riccard ,
"Once it hits your lips it 's so
the
good;"
beer selection
is so delicious that it is
hard to stop
at just one.
The steak I
had was marinated in a
phenomenal
sauce, which
1 wish I could
tell you more
about , but it
was so good that I decided not to
disturb my blissful ignorance by
asking what it was made out of
and getting any hint as to how
fattening it was. The steak was
served on top of vegetables
whose nutritional value had been
full y nulled and voided by a similarl y delicious sauce and it 's
accompanying side of buttery
"smashed"
(British
for
"mashed") potatoes.
There are plenty of places in
Maine to get great pub food or a
good beer, but it 's hard to match
the atmosphere of The Liberal
Cup. If you can 't wait to study
abroad and want a taste of
United Kingdom pub life and
you aren 't worried about counting calories , take the drive down
to Hallowell and check out The

The bar offers a
selection of six
rich and heavy
beers on tap
and a plethora
of other beers
fro m the bottle.

Screening independent films in Central Maine
LOCAL HISTORY LESSON: RAILROAD SQUARE CINEMA

By ALLISON EH RENREICH
NEWS EDITOR

In the late 1970s, five friends
living in the Waterville area—Ken
Eisen '78, Gail Chase, Lea
Girardin, Alan Sanborn and Stu
Silverstein—bonded over a shared
interest in film. Unfortunately, the
foreign and classic films that they
wanted to see weren't being
shown in central Maine.
After graduating from the
College, Eisen "was obsessed
with seeing as many films as
possible...I would travel long
ways just to sec a film ," he said.
"So I thought, this is what I want
to do with my life, I want to
show movies."
The five friends, along with
Alan 's wife Sandra "Sam"
Sanborn,
considered
their
options: they could create a film
society or show films on the
upper floor of a bar downtown
once a week. Quite soon, however, "it became really clear...that
the only way this was going to
work was if we started a cinema,"
Sanborn said.
The group of friends eventually created Railroad Square
Cinema, an 'art-house theatre' in
downtown Waterville that offers
viewers "the best of American
and world cinema," Sanborn said.
While the Railroad Square
Cinema has a strong reputation in
the larger community today, the
road to its creation was initially
rocky. The group spent several
years trying to find a venue in
Waterville that could serve as a
theater. Their primary requirements for the space were that the
ceilings be high enough—that is,
at least 12 feet—and that there be
a large surface available for use as
a movie screen.
"And then we found a place in
Railroad Square," Sanborn said.
The ori ginal location—across
from its current location—had
been a retail beverage warehouse,
a big, open space. "We started
construction, did all the work ourselves" and hired some plumbers

and electricians, Sanborn said.
On October 5, 1978, Railroad
Square Cinema finally opened,
"tt was extremely exciting. We
had no idea what to expect,"
Sanborn said about that day. "We
were still putting finishing touches on the construction."
On that day, "we would never
have believed that we would be
here for 32 years," Sanborn said.
"We didn't go into the business
like, 'Wow, we can make a whole
lot of money,'—we certainly
couldn 't. But it 's been a great
ride. I love going to work every
morning," he said.
The first film that Railroad
Square showed was a classic:
Casablanca. The theater showed
the movie on 16mm film—a
type of film that is often used on
classroom projectors rather than
in professional theatres.
"We had somehow acquired
about a dozen—or maybe it was
closer to 20—of these army surplus 16 mm projectors," Sanborn
explained. "We were running our
films on those for a while, and
they were constantly breaking
down, so we would be cannibalizing them for parts."
For three years, Railroad
Square's owner ran their films on
16mm film. In 198 1, however,
they expanded the projection
booth, opened up the lobby in the
warehouse and installed standard
35mm projectors. Eventually they
turned the lobby area into a cafe.
"It was a great little set-up,"
Sanborn said. "We became a community center as well."
Unfortunately, at 2 a.m. on
October 10, 1994, an electrical
fire erupted and destroyed the cinema. "The morning [after the fire]
we were trying to figure out [what
to do]," Sanborn said. "Are we
going to rebuild? Or say, 'Let's
bag it—we've had a good run?"
The Iron Horse Bookstore,
which was located where the
Grand Central Cafe currently
stands, promptly put out a donation jar to collect funds for rebuilding the cinema.
"Within a couple of hours,

"

someone had put in a check for
$1,000. At that point we decided
'We gotta rebuild,'" Sanborn said.
Although the exact fi gure remains
mysterious, some estimate that
the group raised over $150,000 to
rebuild the cinema—so rebuild it
they did. They constructed the
new building in across the street
from its original location, in the
spot where it currently resides.
In Jul y of 1995 , Railroad
Square reopened. "We were
closed [for business] for just
about nine months....When I
think about it, it is pretty amazing
that we were able to get that all
together in that short amount of
time," Sanborn said.
The first location had only one
screen, but the owners built three
screens at the new location.
Initially, the third screen was used
for storage, but they raised enough
money to open it to the public about
eight years ago. The three theaters
seat 150, 90 and 50 respectively.
Right before the fire in 1994,
Railroad Square's owners founded
Shadow Distribution, a company
that distributes film. The company
does this by acquiring the rights to

A placefor those in need
By DEVIN O'BRIEN
NEWS STAFF

"For a single parent and a
child to afford a basic apartment
and a basic car, that parent needs
to be making between 11 and 12
dollars an hour, 40 hours a week.
But in Maine, countless single
parents are only making minimum wage," Executive Director
of the Mid-Maine Homeless
Shelter Betty Palmer said. As a
result, many Mainers don 't have
a place to sleep.
Every night at 6 o'clock, people
from all around the state of Maine
find their way to the open doors of
the Mid-Maine Homeless Shelter
in Waterville, the only homeless
shelter between Waterville and the
Canadian border. The shelter is
open to anyone and employees
admit guests on a first come, first
serve basis.
When guests arrive, they eat a
hot meal that volunteers at the
shelter have cooked. They then
sit down for one-on-one conversations with counselors. During
these conversations, they talk
about their day, the circumstances behind their individual
battle with homelessness and
their goals for the future.
"If you only get a hot meal, a
pair of jeans and a coat to be
warm and nobody ever talks to
you about the things that need to
be readjusted in your life, then
you continue to be chronically
homeless," Palmer explained.
After their meetings, guests
have time to relax before they go to
bed. Come 7 a.m. the next morning, guests receive a hot breakfast
and head off to work or follow
through with plans they established
with their counselors.

Individuals that lack the natural support system of a family are
most susceptible to chronic
homelessness. "I think people
would be shocked to see how
many kids come to the shelter,"
Palmer said. Ranging from
straight-A high school students
who can no longer stay in the foster care system to hard-working
single mothers supporting three
or four children on their own, the
faces at the shelter change every
day; however, the problems
remain the same.
"Everyone [who] is homeless
is not homeless because they are

When a
community
pulls together,
there are enough
resources...to
solve the
challenges of
homelessness.
Betty Palmer

Executive Director,
Mid-Maine Homeless Shelter

not
trying," Palmer
said.
"Sometimes circumstances are
just so broken that you need
somebody to help you try."
The Mid-Maine Homeless
Shelter maintains connections
with agencies and landlords
around the community that can
help Mainers find substantial
and sustainable ways of living.
"If it 's already being done in the
community, then we don 't reinvent the wheel here ," Palmer
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Railroad Square Cinema in downtown Waterville burn ed down in 1994 and was rebuilt with over $150 , 000 in donations.

said. The resource management team at the shelter helps guests get in
contact with literacy
tutors , adult education
courses and budgeting
and low-income housing
programs so as to give
chronically
homeless
Mainers the life skills
they need.
"When a community
pulls together, there are
enough resources within
the community to solve the
challenges of homelessness," Palmer said. "The
only things that stand in
the way are the economics,
stereotypes and greed
behind it all. Too often
people only see the small
number of individuals
[who] abuse social systems and ignore the multitudes of folks that have
used the system to change
their lives."
Every night , the MidMaine Homeless Shelter
turns down families because
their 18 beds and two family
units are simply not enough
to support all the needy individuals who show up at the
center. The shelter encourages students and citizens of
the Waterville community to
help out at the shelter in any
way they can.
According to Palmer,
"There's something you can
do today. Whether it's donate
a blanket, cook an apple pie,
play with a child, donate a
dollar or make a new friend,
the face of homelessness will
be changed because you
made a decision to do something today."

a film , making 35mm prints of it thy guests such as Sissy Spacek
and distributing the prints to cine- and Peter Fonda.
Over the past 32 years Railroad
mas across the country who are
interested in showing the movie.
Square's founders' passion for film
In 1998, the founders of Railroad has turned into an adventure of a
lifetime. "It was really a galvanizSquare created
the Maine
International Film Festival (MIFF). ing mission. At the beginning, it
who
figures
Eisen,
out the program- really felt like...we were sort of
hacking out of
ming for Railroad
nothingness—
Square, is the key
and that has an
programmer of
exciting qualiMIFF. Shannon
ty," Eisen said.
Haines, executive
"It 's been great
director of the
to see it flower
Waterville Main
over the years."
Street organizaOne of the
tion, works as the
most rewarding
festival director.
parts of Eisen
"We
show
and Sanborn 's
100 films in 10
days. We show
Alan Sanborn jobs is the sense
films from many
Co-founder, Railroad Square Cinema of community
that
Railroad
countries during
Square
has
the
festival,
Sanborn said. In addition to show- developed. Sanborn said he loves
ing films at Railroad Square the discussions that take place in
Cinema, MIFF utilizes space at the the lobby after a showing. He
loves that people come to see films
Waterville Opera House, which
that they otherwise couldn 't—or
can seat around 900 people.
The summer of 2010 marked
wouldn 't—see.
MIFF's 13th year running. Each
"In 32 years—you know,
year, the festival draws notewor- we've had people coming for 32

We didn 't go into
business like,
'Wow we can
make a whole lot
of money/—we
certainly couldn't.

K

years—we've heard many times,
'You know, if you guys weren't
here, than I wouldn 't be able to
live in this area.'"
For Eisen, some of his fondest
memories of the cinema are the
moments "when it feels like
Railroad Square [is] a community
alternative center for the arts and
for what 's happening in the world,
and in the art word and in the
political world, too," Eisen said.
One such moment occurred in
1988, when Railroad Square was
the only theatre in Maine to show
the controversial film The Last
Temptation of Christ—after there
had been an earthquake just five
minutes before, Eisen laughed.
Eisen said that he hopes to see
more faces from the College community at Railroad Square. "It
feels like there's less involvement
from Colby than there ever has
been....I just think that all of us
being plugged into our computers
isn 't such a great thing."
Every
other
Wednesday,
Railroad Square offers students
and faculty at the College a special deal: on this night, tickets to
the feature film cost $ 1.
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HOLIDAY NOTICE
THANKSGIVING BREAK
Additional southbound trips departing Colby College at
7:30 am and 3:20 pm on Tuesday, November 23, 2010.
Additional southbound trip depa rting at 7:30 am on
Wednesday, November 24, 2010.
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OPINION
On paper production and
the opinion section
^Ln response to recent public confusion about the editing process of The Colby
Echo, we would like inform the Colby community about the manner in which the Echo
collects and publishes articles.
Specifically, we would like to put to rest any unbased allegations of censorship. Under
the current management and opinion editorial staff, the Echo has published every single completed opinion column we have ever received. While we strive to uphold this
trend , we do not have a specific policy that promises any writer space in our publication. We have limited space and will always prioritize the publication of the most relevant and thoughtful pieces If articles cannot be published on their scheduled date for
logistical reasons, we will either push the article to the next edition or run the article exclusively online.
We welcome submissions from all members of the Colby community. Although we
do not solicit specific opinions or viewpoints, we seek to engage with as many opinions
as we can . The opinions published in the Echo represent the views of community members who care enough about an issue to take the time to write a column.
If you have an opinion you would like to publish in the Echo or if you have an event
you would like us to cover, please contact us.
While we never require any writers to change their opinions, we maintain the right
to offer them constructive criticism about the factual evidence or writing quality of their
piece through the same editing process that we emp loy for other sections.
We hold contributing writers' articles to the same high level of factual integrity and
writing quality as our staff writers. If an article does not meet these standards, we will
work with the writer to improve his or her argument.
These polices have been an integral part of the Echo 's journalistic standards in every
section of the paper for the past 133 years, and we make every effort to continue to uphold these values.
- The staff of The Colby Echo

THE COLBY ECHO
PUBLISHED BY THE STUDENTS OF COLBY COLLEGE SINCE 1877

MICHAEL BROPHY

] Neverstopninning..Avhennaked
On November 4, 2008, 1 went streaming
for Obama, and I was not the only one.
Across the nation our youth celebrated
with pure and uninhibited joy. We had won.
We had propelled our candidate, our hope
and our ideology into the most elite and influential of institutions: the White House.
The collective sense of relief and triumph
was palpable.
Then we fell silent; perhaps we were exhausted from alt the rallies, the phone
banking, the debates and the posters. Perhaps we believed we had placed the keys
to that hallowed house in the right hands,
that we had done our part, that it was no
longer our time—it was his time,
In the wake of President Obama 's victory in the 2008 general election, almost no
one predicted the meteoric rise of a populist right-wing movement. Indeed, many
predicted the opposite: the slow demise of
the Republican Party. We cannot be faulted
for that. Our job is not to predict the future.
I , for one, could not have predicted that
Sarah Palin 's lunacy would pass for political philosophy.
The Tea Party 's anti-establishmentarianism has found wider resonance in the
economic environment that was created by
the "Great Recession." When people have
no jobs and no hope, they reasonably start
blaming those who are in power. However,
the fact that economically struggling
working-class and middle-class people
have fueled a movement whose politics

seemingly favors upper-class folks is frustrating, although not surprising. Indeed ,
Tea Partiers have been duped into believing that the Republican Party will protect
their interests. Yet, cutting taxes for the
wealthy,- dismantling our welfare system,
undoing healthcare, shutting down the
EPA, preventing anymore stimulus spending and deregulating Wall Street will only
hurt them.
On November 2, 2010, we allowed a
bunch of uneducated, fear-mongering,
backwards idiots to hijack our democracy.
The chambers of government, which were

We need to focus
on running the .
10,000 meters.
once reserved to for the most enli ghtened
members of our society, are now filled with
Tea Partiers like the silver-tongued Marco
Rubio , who believes that free enterprise is
the answer to all the world's woes, and the
libertarian, Rand Paul who criticized the
supposedly "oppressive" Civil Rights Act
of1964.
We are at least partially responsible. We
resorted to cynicism, criticism, and inactivity when we should have been a visible
political force. One of main reasons that
there is no "single-payer" healthcare is because Tea Partiers were a visible political
force in the media. They were on Fox News
night in, night out, protesting and rallying.
On the other hand, there were no rallies for
a 'single payer 'healthcare. Instead, the left
sat on the sidelines and resorted to the blogosphere as a political outlet. We let the Tea
Party direct the political discourse.

Jon Stewart's "Rally to Restore Sanity,"
which I was lucky enough to attend, ironically epitomized our apathetic complacency toward the direction of our country 's
politics. His spiel went something like this:
"this country will be fine if we just keep
doing good work, being good people, and
if the media stops distorting our political
discourse." That is exactly what we have
done in the last two years, and it has been to
our collective detriment. As soon as we
elected Obama, we returned to our studies,
our fun and our lives. We forgot about politics. We stopped rallying, phone banking,
debating and making posters. We laid
down and let the Tea Party Express drive
all over us.
In her 2009 Oak Institute lecture, human
rights advocate I ladas Ziv notably opined
"the right are long distance runners, but the
left are sprinters." The youth of this nation
produced a Usain Bolt-like performance in
2008; we propelled a black man to the presidency. This was truly a unique and transformative sprint, but we need to channel
our inner Haite Gebreselasste. We need to
focus on running the 10,000 meters rather
than the 100 meters.
As the late and great Howard Zinn once
said, "what matters most is not who is sitting in the White House, but who is sitting
in—and who is marching outside the White
House, pushing for change." We cannot repeal 'Don't Ask, Don 't Tell ,' legalize gay
marriage, close Guantanamo, end the war
in Afghanistan, prevent climate change and
save universal healthcare, if we are not
standing up to the entrenched and vested
interests of Washington D.C. and Wall
Street every single day for the rest of our
lives. I mean that. Reject disillusionment.
Reject thejaded inevitable. Never stop running . . . even if you are naked.
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COURTESY OF CLAIRE BREWING

Claire Breining '14 taking in the stunning natural beauty f r o m the heights ofTibidabo, a mountain overlooking Barcelona.

Dear Colby,
When I did a study-abroad program in
high school , I clearly remember consulting my host family in Cordoba , Argentina
for advice on whether or not I should
spend my first semester of college in
Salamanca, Spain. Maybe my reasons for
choosing the program were wrong—
namely, hoping to renew my lease on the
South American lifesty le I had come to
love , with a slight Spanish lisp, of
course—but either way, come September
1, 1 found myself in Europe , not Maine.
My biggest shock upon arriving was
the language. Somehow the "Castillano"
of Latin America and "Espanol" of Spain
had managed to morph themselves into
two completel y different entities , just in
time to confuse me. It wasn't just the addition of the infamous "vosotros" or the
substitution of the Argentine "vos" for
"tu." It was going to the grocery store
and asking for a jar of peanut butter
("manteca de mani" in Argentina), to be
led to the canned corn , and then given a
confused look after declining the com
and attempting to describe the legumebased paste ("crema de cacahuete ," if
you were curious).
Despite slowly learning to express myself the Spanish way, many of the Spanish
students I met seemed indifferent to my
existence , and I discovered that , unlike in

Cordoba , where people fawned over me
as the blonde-haired American, I was
nothing special here.
The city, in turn, revealed itself to be
ful l of surprises. In addition to the stereotypically European cobblestoned streets,
breath-taking cathedrals and winding alleys enclosed by brownstone apartments
(of course with balconies), there were secret gardens and huge parks hidden in the
middle of residential areas. Despite finally finding my way within the city without getting lost , I continued to feel
spiritually adrift in a strange type of threeway culture shock/reverse culture shock.
To distract myself, I did my best to fill
my time. I started tutoring children in
English to make some Euros, getting
more involved in my classes, and attending classes in Japanese, ballet , Kundalini
yoga and sewing.
I began to realize the similarities between the colony and the colonizer, how
they both suffered under dictatorships less
than 40 years ago, how their histories and
cultures intertwine and continue to
loosely parallel each other. I met many
Spaniards and international students like
myself. I traveled within Europe, visiting
Portugal and Italy. Things started to make
sense, to run smoothly.
The Spain I know is the small, university town. It has the air of being caught in

the past , something about seeing babies
pushed along in prams, and the get-ups
the older women wear to go out for a
stroll , and yet is distinctly European and
forward: the fashion, the impeccable
streets and recycling system, the Eurotrash music played in the clubs.
Thursday and Friday nights the city is
alive with students, getting ready for a
night of fiesta, or parading in costume if it
is the special night of their Faculty. There
is an excitement in the air that makes you
quicken your pace.
Sundays are completely different.
Families strut through the Plaza Mayor in
the evening 's last light , sisters dressed in
matching outfits , sometimes also matching with their mothers. Old women wear
calf-length coats, scarves, gloves, high
heels, and walk slowly, admiring the
glowing shop fronts or chatting.
This week, the city hung the Christmas
lights, angels and stars in white, blue and
red every several hundred feet above the
main streets surrounding the Plaza.
For me, Salamanca is a magical, eclectic mix, completely opposite from what I
was expecting. Come December, however, I'll be ready to return to the U.S. to
spend some much needed time on my
own soil , and try my hand at college the
traditional way.
-Claire Breining '14

Caffeine:thebest drug What sexualassault education?

LET ME BRING THIS DOWN TO YOUR LEVEL

If I were pressed to think of one thing
members of the media really hate, it
would be the Republican Party. But if I
were pressed to think of two things, the
second one would be drugs. The media
loves to run stories about how drugs have
negative effects on the body, or society,
or are destroying the infrastructure of
such-and-such country.
The media has been instrumental in turning popular
opinion
against
benign drugs like heroin
and Quaaludes. For a
while, the media was content with demonizing
fringe drugs. But a few
weeks ago, in this very
paper, a bold statement
was made. A statement from which there
can be no turning back.
On October 26 of this year, the Echo
began its war on caffeine. An in-depth
investigation probed the caffeine habits
of students, passing judgment all the
while. The title of this article? "Caffeine
consumption reaches dangerous levels."
I have had enough, friends. Will we let
popular opinion deter us from imbibing
our caffeine with the usual tenacity?
Will we coffee drinkers be relegated to
underground speakeasies, nervously sipping tepid coffee brewed in a Frat Row
bathtub? No. Not today. We consumers
of caffeine—whether we drink Monster
or Full Throttle, whether we sip strong
tea or snort straight coffee grounds—
must make a bold pronouncement: the
only "dangerous" level of caffeine consumption is zero.
I'm not here to make outrageous
claims. I can't say that caffeine is not a

drug. It very well may be one. But I can
argue that the benefits of caffeine far
outweigh the alleged costs. First among
these benefits: productivity. Two years
ago I unintentionally committed myself
to an intense lifelong study of the effects
of caffeine on the human body,and I can
say that I am far more productive with
at least 500 milligrams of it sprinting
through my veins. Sure, there are some
drawbacks. Sometimes I get stressed out
because I can't decide what to do with
all my free time. Other times I am distracted by the sound of my own heartbeat reverberating through my skull 140
times per minute.
Another benefit of caffeine is the reputation boost it provides.
People respect coffee
drinkers. Ordinary people
see us stride purposefully
among them, mug in
hand, and assume we are
off to an important business meeting. "There goes
a guy who gets the job
done, and he doesn t care
how yellow his teeth get
while he does it," they say. Pop quiz: who
would you hire for a job, the guy who
walked into the interview with a coffee
mug or the guy who brought a Capri
Sun? Depends on the strength of their experience and communication skills. That
was a bad example, but you get my point
(if you do, please tell me what it is).
The aforementioned Echo article also
said: "caffeine abuse can result in very
serious health problems." I am not a
doctor (yet), but I'm pretty sure the only
health problem posed by caffeine abuse
is blunt force trauma to your head when
you crash your speedboat into your pet
whale shark, causing you to sail headlong into your solid gold Maybach. Do
you think you would own these nice
things without the productivity you
gained from caffeine consumption?
Nope. Let others live a sheltered life of
eight-hour sleeps while you and I jitter
our way to the top.

On October 26
of this year,
the Echo
began its war
on caffeine.

As young adults who are still in the
learning process, it seems that sometimes
we are resistant to have conversations on
hard topics such as sexual assault. Perhaps
it is because we don't have the proper language, or that we don 't want to offend
anyone, but I think a lot of that fear derives from a lack of education on the issue.
As a senior that hasn't been actively
engaging in Colby 's weekend social
scene for the past semester, I've finally
realized how destructive the "hookup culture" is at Colby, because it results in a
myriad of issues: insecurity, alcohol
abuse, derogatory language towards females, sexual harassment, sexual assault,
rape and then the denial and victim-blaming for all these aforementioned issues. I
had to be removed from this environment
to fully recognize the extent of how it affects our community.
Granted, this is not a problem unique to
Colby. Let's look at Yale, a prominent,
well-known institution where the DKE
fraternity marched with their pledges
across the campus (specifically in the area
where almost all of Yale's first-year
women live) chanting: "No means yes, yes
means anal" and "My name is Jack, I'm a
necrophiliac, I f— dead women, and fill
them with my semen."
However, as college students, there
comes a point where ignorance stops
being an excuse. I think we are all aware
that the treatment of women here during
the weekend is terrible. It is the "norm" to
not report, if as a female you are inappropriately touched by a male (and we all
have heard the "he put his hands down my
pants, up my shirt, grabbed my ass" stories over Saturday and Sunday brunch),
it 's also the "norm" to watch your friends
become a total creep on a weekend night
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Clark University Master of Arts in Teaching
~for aspiring urban teachersThe Jacob Hiatt Center for Urban Education ,
awarded the 2007 Richard Wisniewski Award by
the Society for Education Professors for
contributions to teacher education, is dedicated to
preparing outstanding urban teachers. The Master
of Arts in Teaching program is yearlong, and
includes a full academic year internship in one of
the Hiatt Center's partner schools in Worcester,
MA.
We seek students who enjoy young people, are
reflective, have strong academic backgrounds,
collaborate well with others, and want to become
great teachers for urban youth.
The next full-time program year begins in late May
201 1 and ends in May 2012. Applicants strong in
mathematics or the sciences may qualify for a
graduate stipend under the Noyce Scholarship
program. For information contact the Jacob Hiatt
Center for Urban Education at (508) 793-7222 or
mshepard ® clarku.edu. Visit our website at
www.clarku.edu/departments/education.
Applications for the 2011-2012 program year are
due by January 15, 2011. Minorities and women
are strongly encouraged to app ly.

and not say a word to stop them—like
Jamie Fox said, "just blame it on the alcohol." Yet alcohol is also not an excuse for
the occurrence of sexual assault or for the
lack of conversation around the issue. So
what 's up Colby? Why do we let this happen? How much longer are we going to let
this continue?
As an institution, Colby does have a
few resources in place for sexual assault
education. The best resource is the wonderful (but overworked) Lydia BolducMarden in the Health Center. One women
to take care of the about 900 females that
are full time students here, as well as handle the numerous responsibilities that
come with her job: overseeing Student
Health On Campus (SHOC), working as a
practitioner, supporting Active Minds, etc.
The next attempt to make females feel
safer (and perhaps the most visible solution) is those little cards on the back of
bathroom stall doors. However, all of them
became outdated at the beginning of the
semester—but there isn't any organization
responsible to update this rather ineffective resource.
The buildings on Hillside and the Science Buildings have cards so old that the
numbers for places such as the Health
Center are wrong. Since Students Against
Sexual Assault disbanded about two years
ago that responsibility has fell on the also
overworked SHOC, who cannot be expected to solve every Student Health problem and tackle every issue on their own.
Another attempt to make students aware
of sexual assault is done in the beginning
of the year with the placement of a little
booklet about sexual assault in our mailboxes, but that 's it, it is never explained to
us—we can just toss it in the garbage and
never acknowledge it.
As Colby students we believe that sexual assault does not happen here—not on
our idyllic home! But I promise you that it
does. Sexual harassment occurs every
weekend at Colby at any party that you
enter where men can't keep their hands off
of females or their language is despicable,
one in four females will be sexually assaulted during their college years. If you
take nothing away from this article, if you
don 't have a conversation about this with
your friends, just remember that: sexual

assault happens at Colby.
Referring back to Yale, after the Fraternity incident happened, the Yale Women's
Center sprang into action and managed to
get a sincere apology out of the fraternity
and educate the campus on the effects of
such behavior. Unfortunately, Colby does
not have a Women's Center anymore, and
it does not look like a reality in our near
future. Students are largely responsible for
educating one another and basically policing the actions of their peers—but how
can we call each other out when it has become so vague as to what is right and what
is wrong.
In today 's world , rape is only consid- .
ered rape if the victim is sober, dressed in
the appropriate attire (meaning nothing
exposed, no skinny jeans, short skirts), and
looks her attacker straight in the eye and
says no, and that is unacceptable. We need
to educate ourselves now, we cannot afford to be like a jury in Italy last year, that
acquitted a man of rape because the victim wore skinny jeans and the defendant
for the rapist argued "there is no way he
could have gotten the pants off on his own,
she had to have helped."
Rape, sexual assault and sexual harassment are scary words but fearing
these issues won 't make them go away. I
propose that there needs to be more resources such as a Women's Center on
campus to help alleviate the responsibilities of SHOC and Lydia and create an
environment that understands what sexual assault is and what we can do to stop
it. It is a private and sensitive issue but
the administration needs to revise their
protocol and recognize the flaws within
it—something a student here has already
began to do. As a campus, we need to
engage in these conversations and learn
how this is destroying our community—
we shouldn't be quick to walk past our
student body President who is encouraging us to sign a pledge against sexual assault because we're scared of being
vilified. College is a privilege, a beautiful opportunity that only 6.7% of the
world gets to partake in—we should be
doing more to educate ourselves about
the realities of today 's society and how
to make everyone feel welcomed, safe,
and protected.

Privatizingmy PBR
Now as all you Colbyites know (well,
maybe not our freshmen , er, first-years),
for the past three years, our Student Programming Board would sell T-shirts to
the student body on the cheap for certain
important weekends like
Loudness. While I was
reluctant to drop money
on every shirt, I accepted
my duty to pay into a system that would come
back to benefit me. What
benefit, might you ask?
The money earned from
selling those T-shirts went
to an all important purpose—subsidizing free
beer at select weekend
events over the course of
the year for students 21
and over.
It was the
greatest Social Security knock-off in college history.
But these days, in apparent conjunction with the newly implemented hard alcohol "ban ," Colby (or Someone On
High) decided that this glorious program
would come to a screeching halt. At present , SPB offers us free T-shirts instead of
free beer. (Though frankly, after seeing
the shirt from this fall, Free.99 was about
the only price I would have paid.) Now
my three years of payments have been
rendered a complete and utter waste
(minus the Jack Daniels-themed T-shirt I
treasure from my freshman Loudness—
wait, can I even say that, or is a hard alcohol T-shirt off-limits too?). My PBR
Security has been privatized. Now I have
no safety net when 1 go to Colby dances.
I have to dive straight into the pit of sexual deviancy, instead of watching firstyear Patrick Swayze get his freak on
while sipping on a brewski. WTF.
This leaves me with no other option.

Since Colby refuses to reinforce my wallet, I have had to resort to drastic, unthinkable measures. Yes. I am now a
Can Person. Part of the Can People
Clan. Drinking one beer to put five cents
toward my next one. If Colby thought
that eliminating the complimentary beer
would reduce drinking problems on
campus, think again. Now I have to
compensate for the lack of free beer by
drinking more beer. Every nickel counts.
Or fifteen cents, for you winos out there
(those of you who have upgraded from
boxes to bottles, anyway).
I have to suffer
through the stench of
stale beer solidifying and
merging with the sound
of metallic ringing every
time I add an aluminum
can to the trash bag. 1
have to struggle with the
embarrassment of pilfering the giant bags of
Natty Light cans that my
first years leave in the
hallway to be recycled.
Even worse, I have to put
up with the ridicule of
Watervillians when I
show up at Joka 's with a bag full of Old
Milwaukee tall boys to return. (And yes,
Raleigh and Austin, 1 remember what you
said about OV Mil' in your beer review
earlier this semester. OP Mil' is the most
glorious beer of all time. And frankly,
I' m surprised. Ol* Mil' is a lot like the
Colby Ei ght—you wanna shotgun to
make it end faster.)
In the end, I have come to accept my
new lifestyle. And you know, now that I
really think about it , this might be a blessing in disguise. Since I'm probabl y going
to end up jobless and broke come May 23,
I will now be a practiced can collector. I'll
even have all these free T-shirts with
which to clothe my body!
And since Colby has started this trend
toward privatization, maybe that 's just as
well. With Republicans in control of the
House, it 's only a matter of time before
Social Security crumbles as well. At least
I have a four-can head start on the rest of
the U.S. just from writing this article.

Frankly, I'm
surprised . Ol'
Mil' is a lot like
the Colby
Eight—you
want to shotgun to make it
end faster.

FORUM
FRIDAY

WEDNESDAY

Beginning Yoga with Laura Meader

Intermediate Power Yoga with
Arleen King-Lovelace
Alfond Athletic Center — Aerobics Room
12 p.m.

Criminal Justice:
America's Hall of Shame
Lovejoy 215
7 p.m.
Ever wanted to know more about human rights
issues in Maine? Former Chaplain of the Maine
State Prison and recent recipient of the Maine
Civil Liberties Union' s Baldwin Award, Dr. Stan
Moody, will lecture on criminal justice.
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Alfond Athletic Center — .Aerobics Room
12 p.m.

Roberts — Private Din ing Room
12:30 p.m.

Funk Dance
Cotter Union — Lower Programming Space
8 p.m.

French Language Table
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German Table
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Roberts — Private Dining Room
6 p.m.

SATURDAY

THURSDAY

Bridge Faculty, Staff and
Student Dinner
Roberts — Robins Room
5 p.m.

I

TUESDAY
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Music at Colby Concert Series
Defining Heroism: Storytelling Mythology
Lorimer Chapel
7:30 p.m.

What is heroism , how has it been defined and
how should it be defined in our modern day?
i
Each Colby Wind Ensemble piece will portray a
person, an action or a people at some point
defined as heroic. Each presents a conundrum ,
as there are those who would vehemently
I
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disagree with the descriptor "hero ." At the end
of this evening of music , will you still define
Investing in Clean Energy and Power:
heroism
in the same way? Music will include the
Hype or Reality?
marching song "Garry Owen," "Samurai" by
Diamond 122
Nigel Clarke and many more .
7 p.m.
Core/Muscle Fusion Aerobics
with Carol Rowe
Alfond Athletic Center — Aerobics Room
5:30 p.m.
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AN END TO THE SEASON

American Stories:
Understanding the Great Depression
Bixler — Given Auditorium
9:30 a.m.

Hatha Yoga with Arleen King-Lovelace
Alfond Athletic Center — Aerobics Room
12 p.m.

Yoga with Raya Kouletsis

Alfond Athletic Center — Aerobics Room
5 p.m.
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In the Colbv-Bowdoin-Bates Championship at Colby this past Saturday, the Mules fell to the Pola r Bears 26-21 in their final game of the season.

WATERVILLE HOUSE OF P I Z Z A
Large Chicken Parmesan

$5 oo

Small Chicken BBQ Chicken
Calzone $5.00

Check out

whoponline.com for more
specials!
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.
Small Buffalo Chicken Calzone

°Pen Monday through Saturday
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
Sunday from 10 a.m. to midnight
**

For Pickup or Eat In Onl y

873-4300
139 Main Street, Waterville, ME

$5.00

STUDENTS IN THE SPA

JOKAS'
SPECIALS

How should Colby be more like Hogwarts?

"Less muggles."
—Delaney McDonough 13
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All Gritty's 12 pack
Now $ 13.99
|
+ tax and deposit

"We need more Harrys."

Have a Happy
Thanksgiving!

—Harry Geldermann '13

"Replace e-mail with owl post. "
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight

—Ned Nakles I I

We now have the largest selection of domestic and import
beers in Central Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

"Hogwarts sucks."
—Justin Owumi '14
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A MOOSE AT COLBY

This week online }
WWW.THECOLBYECHO.COM / BLOG

WAIT, WHAT?
In between meeting world leaders
and giving speeches on clean
energy, former president Bill
Clinton took a break in Thailand
to film some scenes for The
Hangover Z. This now puts him
in such esteemed company as
Mike Tyson. His cameo isn 't
unprecedented; John McCain
was in Wedding Crashers before
nmning for president.

I

Early Sunday morning, students near Johnson Pond and Roberts parking lot spotted this moose.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Mixing the sacred with the profaneto find the human
beautiful and devastating theater
pieces I have seen during my
time at Colby. The ensemble
cast had a great chemistry and
performances were generally
powerful. I was especially
struck by the ease with w hich
the actors touched each other.
In many plays I have seen, I
always get the feeling that actors
are hesitant to touch one another. I can onl y guess that director
Todd Coulter and his cast had a
high degree of comfort with one
another, which allowed them to
push the range of their performances .
It is a somewhat ironic and
insightful choice that Judas, the
namesake and center of the play,
is in a catatonic state the entire
time Although he was ph ysically
present, above the action of the
play in a stupor, he was only
actively present in flashbacks
and in an especially moving performance by Adan Hussain ' 11 in
the closing scene.
The play is told through other
characters ' perspectives as witnesses in a trial It is not trying
to convince the audience of
Judas ' innocence or guilt, but oi
the complexities of any choice
we make.
The play is especially interCOURTESY OF KEr«DU SlLLIVAN
esting for its representations of
Adan Hussain 11 in the title role of Judas Iscahot (foreground)
these sacred fi gures. They are
bares his soul to Satan (Mavrick Afonso I I , background). The play
portrayed as urban gangsters,
re-examines Judas story and exp lores the nature of relationships.
tattooed bodies speaking the
vernacular poetry of the streets,
'
Diamond
12) Judas
feisty at once profane and insightful. I
By QAJNAT KHAN
defense
lawyer
Fabiana
Azziza
imagine the intent was to bring
A&E EDITOR
Cunningham (Sally Meehan T2) God, his saints and the apostles
A fire escape and graffitied
and the greasy prosecutor Yusef down to our level.
brick walls bathed in green and
FJ-Fayoumy (Ahmed Asi T3) tryHowever. I found characterizapurple met the audience as we sat to remake Judas * past and the cirtion jarring and slightly alienaton stage with the actors. This cumstances surrounding Jesus " ing. But ! imagine if the
death, calling as witnesses the
urban ghetto, at once familiar and
characters spoke in hei ghtened
removed, is a section of Purgatory
major players of the New
(and what I imagine is saintly)
called
Hope
Here.
Judas
Testament 's crucifixion story,
diction, it would have the same
Iscariot "s condemnation to Hell is among other fictional and non- alienating effect. In some ways,
fictional witnesses.
contested : does he really deserve
even though these existential
eternal damnation? With a Civil
The Last Days of Judas
questions exist for Christians and
War era judge presiding (Charlie
Iscariot was one of the most
people of faith, (and people who

are agnostic or atheist , for that
matter) I wonder how accessible
these ideas can ever be. Perhaps
that is why peop le create art-to
approach these questions.
Todd Coulter 's direction was
subtle and detail-oriented, but '

stage and grabs your attention. She
saw in Judas, despite his catatonic
state, his deep remorse and guilt
and pitied him.
Similarly, Mavrick Afonso ' 11
in his turn as the slick and jaded
Satan gave a compelling perfor-

The play is especially interesting
for its representation of these
sacred figures. They are
portrayed as urban gangsters,
tattooed bodies speaking the
vernacular poetry of the streets.
these small choices made the staging and conception of this play
especially effective. The play
explores the nature of forgiveness,
the nature of God. the absence or
presence of free will and the
nature of permanence and change
in our relationshi ps. Coulter 's
major concern was the latter.
I was especially struck by
Coulter 's idea of the matching red
rose tattoo Jesus and His disciples
had, a visual representation of this
theme. We usually think of tattoos
as a permanent emblem of an idea,
and in this case, a permanent
emblem of a relationship.
However, the play shows us that
relationships aren 't static, and as I
watched the action unfold. I could
not help but think of the poignancy
of that tattoo: what had it meant
once, and what does it mean now?
This performance is held
together by its talented cast, who
performed extremely demanding
material. However, the following
performances stood out for me
Eva Ludwig '12 as St. Monica ,
"heaven 's nag," was an especially
insp ired performance. She was
sassy, loud, grating and obscene
but essentially an insightful character. She completely takes up the

mance. Toying with characters '
weaknesses and doubts, he turned
from sly and charming to violent
and abusive at the drop of a pin.
I found the most powerful performances to come at the end,
from the two cameos and Judas.
John Kalin '14 as Jesus met
Judas " rage and guilt with the
opposite : gentle love .

Watching them interact was
one of the most profound
moments: the extreme rage, grief
and intensity from Hussain, balanced by the equally intense but
understated hurt and love from
Kalin. The most moving moment
came without words, when Jesus
removed his shirt, dipped it in
water and bathed Judas ' feet, a
gesture of cleansing any guilt or
sin—a silent assurance that Judas
had never lost Jesus ' love.
Francesco Tisch 's ' 12 cameo as
Butch Honeywell to close the
p lay was similarly beautiful ,
although devastating. His character is a simple man, who although
deep ly in love with his wife,
cheats on her repeatedly—he
could never look at her the same
after the first time. This is his
greatest regret.
This was probably the most
humanizing and relatable moment
of the play. Questions of existential philosophy aside , what
could be more devastating than
hurting someone you love so
deeply? I imagine this is something we all know.

C0URTE5Y OF KENDYL SULLIVAN

Ahmed Asi '13 as Heaven s' prosecutor reverently questions
Mother Teresa (Katie Ouimet I I ) , one of the witnesses in Judas
Iscariot s' trial. This was one of the humorous moments in the play

Colby Collegium fills the Chapel with sweet sounds

CHRIS KA5PRAK/THE COL6Y ECHO

Todd Borgerding directs the Collegium singers through a variety oj Italian songs from the
Renaissance The theme was " Caravaggio s SoundScape" and featured pieces of contrasting emotions

Colby Collegium
explores the
sounds of Italy in
the 1600s
By QAINAT KHAN
A&E EDITOR

This Sunday the Collegium
C hamber Singers and Players
delig hted an audience with the
lov ely sounds of Ital y in the 16(X)s.
The theme was "Caravagg io 's
Soundscape." in celebration of the
400th anniversary of the artist 's
death. Musically this meant the
featured pieces involved contrasting emotions, a musical reflection
of the play of light and dark in
Caravaggio's paintings
The concert began with a

sonata for three violins, harpsichord and cello. It was billed as a
"Sonata in eco " (Italian for echo)
in which two violinists stood at
the back of the chapel.
The piece was scored so as to
sound like an echo, the violins in
the back taking turns to play what
had just been p layed by the
ensembles in the front. I was certainly confused for a little while ,
wondering where these sounds
came from (since the violinist at
the front was clearly not playing)
That was a delig htful piece.
Next , the singers took the
stage singing a somber selection from "Lamentations of
Jeremiah " by the e m i n e n t
Palestrina . the master of contrapuntal writing This was such
an elegant, beautiful and for
me . refreshing piece.
Recentl y. I have been experi-

e n c i n g an e x t r e m e l y disson a n t sound world and forgot
how effective d i s s o n a n c e s
can be when interspersed
s p a r i n g l y in a generall y consonant sound w o r l d .
The dissonances in this
piece were approached so delicately that they became little
accentuated moments of beauty. It was such an effective and
beautiful
interpretation
by
director
Todd
Borgerding.
Similarly, the cadences were
lovely moments. This was my
favorite p iece of the night.
In addition to the usual violin , cello, harpsichord combination.
Borgerding
selected
pieces that featured recorders
of different sizes and registers ,
lute and baroque guitar I have
appreciated that during his
short tenure as Collegium direc-

CHRIS KASPHAK/THE COLBY ECHO

Noah Teachey '13 (left) and Collegium director Todd Borgerding play lute and Baroque guitar,
respectively. In addition to vocal music, the Collegium featured instrumental music f r o m the 1600s.
tor. Borgerding has featured
instruments of many varieties
in the program.
As an aside , I also appreciate that Borgerding is such an
i n t e r a c t i v e director , p laying
harpsichord and guitar with
the e n s e m b l e in addition to
the duties of conductor. He
also makes t h i s music accessible to the audience, explaining its message and his vision
of it.
"Sinfonia La Romana " b y
Lodovico Viadana showcased a
large instrumental possibility
and is scored for two recorders ,
lute , harpsichord , violin and
cello. I , for one , was reall y glad
to hear this combination of
instruments and tone colors.
The Renaissance was a rich
time for timbral and instrument
combinations and it is unfortu-

nate that instrumental music from
the time is not as well known
as the period's vocal music.
Given the fact that many of
these students take up these
obscure instruments on the side,
they should be commended for
their dedication and interest.
For the final set of two
pieces by Monteverd i , the
singers joined the instrumental
ensemble in something that 1
can only guess is a statel y
Renaissance dance or pageant.
They walked in from the wings
and crossed paths.
Soloist came to the front
and sang their verse, alternating a vocal part with a purely
i n s t r u m e n t a l r i t o r n e l l o . The
first p iece was about unrequited love while the second was
cheerful, celebrating the beauty (and perhaps other t h i n g s )

of his beloved.
The Collegium reall y is an
understated gem on this campus. R e n a i s s a n c e m u s i c is
such an
i n t e r e s t i n g and
uni que soundscape. It was at
once e x t r e m e l y c o n t r o l l e d
and
paradoxically
free ,
extremely
s y s t e m a t i c and
organized yet s i m u l t a n e o u s l y
emotional and moving.
I think it is a testament to the
intrinsic beauty and power of
this music that I tcared up during a p iece written 400 years
ago. Of course , this also reveals
the effectiveness of the group,
that they can revitalize and
make compelling music from so
long ago.
Congratulations
to
the
m e m b e r s of C o l l e g i u m and
Borgerding for a lovely and
compelling concert.

The sounds of New York City

MCK IODICE/THE COLBV ECHO

The Colby Jazz Band performed a varied set this past Saturday, November 13. In keeping with the
theme, featured pieces varied in length and mood, f r o m the long and serious to the short and
humorous. The laid-back attitude and general talent of the group made f o r an entertaining evening.

Colby 's Jazz
Band explores
the idea of
small and large
in New York
j a z z composers
By DAN SIDMAN
NEWS STAFF

The Colby Jazz Band took
audience members on a sonic
tour of New York City in their
performance on Saturday night in
Given Auditorium.
The concert, led by director
Eric Thomas, featured several
works from Big Apple jazz giants
John Coltrane ("Blue Train ,"
"Central Park West") and Duke
Ellington ("C Jam Blues," "Do
Nothing 'til You Hear From Me").
The group also took on Kenny
Dorham's downbeat, trumpet and
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saxophone-driven jazz standard
"Blue Bossa" as well as AustrianAmerican
composer
Josef
Zawinul's
fast-paced
and
catch y commercial hit with
the signature bombastic horn
section, "Birdland. " This piece
was written during Z a w i n u l ' s
time with the group "Weather
Report , "
co-founded
by
Zawinul and saxophonist and
composer Wayne Shorter, whose
mellower s a x o p h o n e - f u e l e d
piece "Footprints" also appeared
in Saturday night 's program.
The show, t i t l e d "Small
vs. Large ," c e r t a i n l y lived
up to its name , j u x t a p o s i n g
g r a n d i o s e and overstuffed
pieces l i k e t h e s i x - m i n u t e
"Birdland ," Mike Tomaro 's
dance-inspiring, n i n e - m i n u t e
samba piece "Samba Para
Minha Av6" (the concert closer)
and Tom Dossett 's aptly-named
"The Never-Ending Blues ,"
with the extreme brevity of

Doug
Beach' s
"World' s
Shortest Blues. "
For this piece , T h o m a s
h u m o r o u s l y self-deprecat-

The show
titled "Small
vs. Large"
certainly
lived up to its
name,
juxtaposing
grandiosity]
with extreme
brevity.
ing of his own vocal abilities ,
sang the song 's single line of
lyrics: "Well I died this morning. "

Other concert highlights
included the free-flowing "G G
Train " from the so-called
"Angry Man of Jazz," Charles
Mingus, and the Jazz Band's
foray into the mainstream with
their presentation of Carlos
Santana 's drum-driven instrumental work, "Soul Sacrifice," a
piece that made its debut at the
1969 Woodstock Festival.
Saturday night 's show also
featured
Colby
College
Professor of Music Jonathan
Hallstrom on guitar as a special
guest artist. His skillful playing
belied the fact that , as Thomas
informed
the
audience ,
Hallstrom has only been playing
jazz guitar for a year.
The Colby Jazz
Band
impressively includes a full
complement of bi g band jazz
instrumentation including alto ,
tenor and baritone sax , trumpet , trombone , guitar , bass ,
drums.
p iano , vibes and
Members range from freshmen
to seniors and most of the
young musicians performed
solos throughout the show on
their respective instruments.
At the end of the show
Thomas spoke proudly of the
fact that the g r o u p grows
progressivel y better year
after year, with more members listening to jazz music
in their free time and w i l l i n g
to engage in improvisational
p lay of their i n s t r u m e n t s during the concerts.
He remarked that some of the
group 's current members attended Colby Jazz Band concerts
when they were in middle and
high school and aspired to be
part of the group since they first
saw them play at that young age.
Given the talent and cohesiveness of the group and the
skillful but laid-back leadership
of Thomas , the group seems
destined to keep heading in a
positive direction.

Arts Brief

Student Art on display Thursdayl

j

Studio art majors and students taking studio art classes
will showcase their semester 's
work at the Student Art Show,
which will have its opening
this Thursday, November 18
beginning at 4:30 p.m. and
ending at 6:00 p.m.
The show is organized by
Student Art Committee cochairs Katherine Gagnon * 11
and Margaret Fasel '12 , with
help from their faculty advisors
Professors of Art Veronique
Plesch and Garry Mitchell.
"We strive to exhibit a
variety of quality works made
in the classroom setting, "
Gagnon said of the show. "It
is a great chance for the community to recognize student
artists and acknowledge what
goes on in Bixler."
Student artists featured will
include
Pat
Burns
'11 ,
Katherine Gagnon ' I I , Cali
Livingstone '11, Heather Liu

M l , Sam Richens '11 ,
Michelle Russell M l , Allie
Stroud ' 11 and Emily VanWyk
' 11 who have produced pieces
in a variety of media, including sculpture , painting and
print making
The exhibit will be displayed in the Wormser Room
(formerly the President 's Room
on the first floor of Miller
Library). Hors d'oeuvres will
be served and for those 21 and
over, wine will be available. In
addition to the visual art, original music for the event will be
provided by Justin Banks M l .
The work will be left on
display after the show opening this Thursday, making the
stud y space a p lace to stimulate the mind and the senses.

Finall y, the next installment of the Harry Potter film
series will be released this
Friday after much anticipation. Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows Part One is
finally in theaters.
The final book was released
three years ago, to many fans'
mixed emotions of joy and
sadness: joy at knowing how
the saga ended but sadness
because a chapter of childhood
had ended with Harry.
However, we have one more
chance for remaining young as
the seventh book has been
turned into a film in two parts.
We find Harry, Ron and
Hermoine not back in the
familiar and welcoming walls
of Hogwarts, but on the quest
to destroy Voldemort once
and for all.
Instead of returning to school,
the trio are in the wide world,

unprotected and vulnerable.
Harry Potter fever is not
absent at Colby as the Student
Programming Board has graciousl y created an event
around the midnight showing.
SPB made available free
tickets in the weeks preceding
the film's opening and will be
providing transportation to
Flagship Cinema. The tickets
are long gone, but the transportation is still available.
A free bus service (the
Hogwarts Express , if you
will) will be departing from
the Pugh Center at 10:30 p.m.
on Thursday.
(The sequel is due for
release June 12 , 2011 , for
those of you who haven 't
looked into your crystal balls).
The saga continues.

— Qainat Khan A&E Editor

I Harry Potter's midnight showing \
!

-Qainat Khan, A&E Editor

REVIEW

Heartache is the end of the world

By Dash Wasserman and Qainat Khan, Layout and A&E Editors

On a crazy whim, we decided
to ditch all our responsibilities
and drive to Boston to see
Sufjan Stevens perform at the
Orpheum Theater. We hatched
the plan on Wednesday night at
Miller Library, and by Friday
afternoon we raced across
asphalt toward Boston. We were
lured by Sufjan 's folkloric
melodies and his heartbreaking,
poetics lyrics—we had to see
him live.
If you have heard Sufjan 's
newest album . The Age of Adz ,
you will know it is nothing like
his previous work, most notabl y
Michigan and Illinois. The Age
of Adz finds Sufjan dabbling
with his love of electronic
music: heavy layering, sound
manipulation , looping, autotuning and synthesizers.
On the drive to Boston, we
talked about the new album , and
how we secretly hoped he would
not play too many songs from it.
We longed for "Chicago" and his
familiar folk melodies as we took
our cramped seats amongst the
old feel of the Orpheum Theater.
The opening act DM Stith was
rather uninspiring. Although
Sufjan described Stith as having
"the voice of a unicorn," we
respectfully disagree.
Then Sufjan and the rest of his
band came on, bathed in red
light. The band was arranged on
either side of the Sufjan , who
stood in the center, hunched over
his guitar like a fallen angel
wearing white, feathery wings
and shiny, sequined pants.
The distorted chords of
"Seven Swans" issued from his
guitar. Behind Sufjan towered a
large screen , which bore images

of stars transforming into people
and buildings reaching up into
the sky. It was delicately orchestrated; it was beautiful. This is
what we had expected.
However, our hopes of
Michigan and Illinois were
quickl y dashed as Sufjan
launched into "Too Much" from
the new record. It felt weird at
the time: there were girls in
futuristic garb dancing hopelessly out of sync behind him.
The projections were of Sufjan
and others dressing and undressing themselves in M.I.A.-style
apparel in stop-motion. It
seemed out of character for him
and to audience members who
fell in love with the soft-spoken
artist of the Midwest.
After getting through "Too
Much ," Sufjan spoke to the
audience to let us know he
planned to p lay a lot of songs
from the new record. We turned
to each other and with looks of
horror and regret. We went
through the seven stages of grief
in a second and realized that we
crossed state lines, borrowed a
friend's car and spent a fortune
on gas. We were going to make
it through this concert.
However,
any
negative
notions toward The Age of Adz
quickly faded away as Sufjan
launched into the rest of the set
list , interspersing the music with
his own musings and explanations for the album. He
explained this new album was
about love , heartache and the
end of the world. He half jokingly said he confused heartache
with the end of the world.
We usually think of a concert
as an audience-oriented event.

However, Sufjan 's concert became
an intensely personal experience,
as he spoke organically of his difficulties, his metaphorical (we
think) multi-personality disorder
and his expression of grief and
life through his art.
Suf jan 's muse for The Age
of Adz was outside artist Royal
Robertson , a paranoid schizophrenic and self-proclaimed
prophet whose cartoonish and
violent paintings were projected along with the songs.
Suf jan clearl y felt some kind
of connection.
The solitude of outsider art is
something Sufjan makes allusions to throughout his art. Yet
The Age of Adz is, Stevens' realization of himself as an outsider,
one with an artistic image that
he gives to the world , hoping
that we understand.
Perhaps one of our favorite
songs off of The Age of Adz is
"Vesuvius." The songs begins
with quiet vocals, much like
Sufjan 's early work, but it quickly uses flutes and crashing electronic sounds to create a building,
prophetic feel. While the vocals
towered and echoed under the
arc-shell roof of the Orpheum .
geometric shapes danced behind
Sufjan, mimicking the shifting
outline of a volcano.
With this song there was a
sense of myth making, a sense
that Sufjan had reached a new
point in his career when he
could invent worlds and flow
freely throug h the realm of his
imagination.
It was less a concert and more
a performance piece, combining
music, visual art and spoken
word to tell Sufjan 's story. We

NEVERENOUGHN0TES CO UK

¦

Folksinger Sufjan Stevens shed his acoustic sound f o r the world of electronic music in his most
I
recent album. The Age of Adz. He performed songs from the new album this past Friday in Boston. I
never felt coerced as an audience;
we were completely in his rapt
attention. It reminded us that
underneath the electro sounds
remained Sufjan 's essence:
poetic longing and intimacy
desp ite the scope and artifice of
this project , all delivered in his
transcendent voice , floating
soft and sweet.
Mixed with the songs from
The Age of Adz were songs from
the
acoustic
album
All
Delighted People EP , which
gave us a break from the dizzying projections and lightshow;
just simple and beautiful
singing and play ing.
The last song off of The Age of
Adz was "Impossible Soul ," a
multi movement suite lasting 25
minutes, which starts with a simple electronic beat and adds
more complex layers to this
basic pulse. The song ended with
beach balls, confetti and balloons of all sizes and colors mak-

ing their way into the audience,
who at this point were standing
up and dancing in the aisles.
In some ways it seems ironic,
this outburst of joy and color,
since the song ends with the line
"Boy ! We made a mess together"
which fades into an acoustic guitar plucking out regret.
Then came unforgettable opening twinkles of "'Chicago ," and
the audience threw its arms in the
air, a gesture of collective gratitude. The colorful parade balloons and beach balls bounced on
the fingertips of the audience and
it felt as if Sufjan 's various personalities were intersecting at this
moment in time.
The ruminating lyrics and
melodies and the glorious clash of
bright colors were at peace with
each other , as the audience
hummed along. Many had come
to the concert in love with this
song, and Sufjan performed it
with a magical, uplifting air.

When the song ended , Sufjan
and his bandmates quickly left
the stage. The only sound filling the theater then was the
endless clapp ing of enlightened audience members . The
app lause sustained itself for
nearly ei ght minutes before
Sufjan and his band came back
on and graciously p layed an
encore of favorites that included "Concerning the UFO sighting near Highland , Illinois ,"
"Casimir Pulaski Day " and "To
Be Alone With You. "
Although Stevens began and
ended with the sad songs that
brought him to the attention of
millions, there was an uplifting
vibrancy to the crow ded venue of
people in Boston that night.
No one wanted to make the
journey home, but when people
funneled outside, many looked up
towards the sky with a longing
smile and talked of the lingering
performance.
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Meisel , a midfielder .
Points
during
"great
with
the
was
the season
ball , a constant worry
for all our opponents
with two goals and five assists on the season." head coach Mark Serdjenian said. He
had five assists (three more than any other
player), and he took a team-high 46 shots .
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Huber earned medalist
At Maine State
honors at the Maine
Tournament
State Intercollegiate Golf
Championships by finishing in first place with a 150-stroke two-day
score . He led Colby to two consecutive tournament victories at the Colby Invitational
| and the Colby Classic.
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Maine Championships in Brunswick. Also
placed in the top 100 at the Division III
New England Regional Championships.
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Maguire, the Mules'
At the Colby
senior captain , won
Invitational
his final race on
Colby's course at the Colby Invitational
with a time of 29:07.69. He finished in
25th place at the State of Maine Championships at Bowdoin College .
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Ottomano teamed up
Match wins
with Matt Carroll '14
this
'" "'
'' *""* fall
to reach the semifinal
of the B flight doubles draw at the Wallach
Invitational. He also made the final of the C
flight singles draw at the Wallach, defeating
players from Brandeis and Skidmore.

Su-Lin Del Guercio '11
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Matt Carroll '14

HOMETOWN:
Greenwood Village, Colo
3
WHY:
^
Carroll defeated play- Tournament semlers from Vassar, Branfinals reached
deis and Skidmore on
his way to the D flight final at the Wallach Invitational. With Jason Ottomano '14, he defe ated teams from Vassar and Brandeis before
falling to Bates in the B doubles semifinal.
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Del Guercio consistently
All-NESCAC
shut down opposing forselections
wards at the sweeper
position. She tallied a goal and an assist
during the season. She was named to the
All-NESCAC first team after earning second
team honors for the past two years.
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Derrick Beasley '13
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Defensive back
in»orr«ntion«
interceptions
WHY:
Colby's lockdown cornerback made 51 tackles. including 34 solos. Beasley picked off
three passes and returned them for a total of
59 yards. Along with those INTs. he broke up
seven more passes.
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HOMETOWN:
/JA
Plymouth Mass
1
3 ^L
POSITION:
Linebacker
Tackles
wHY .
Despite missing a game, Duffy led the Mules
in tackles with 62. 35 of which were solo. He
also made seven tackles for losses and
broke up three passes. Colby's leading linebacker also had one sack.
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Quarterback
WHY .
Kmetz broke multiple Colby records in the
dramatic win over Tufts. Kmetz shattered
the records for total offense , passes completed and passes attempted. He gained
the fourth most yards of all NESCAC players,
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Patrick Burns '11

HOMETOWN:
-^
Charles Town, WV
|
^
POSITION:
^^
Wide receiver
Receiving
WHy .
touchdowns
Burns, a six-foot-two
leading
receiver on the
was
Colby's
wideout,
season with 39 catches for 553 yards and
six touchdowns. He averaged 69.1 yards per
game and a whopping 14.2 yards per catch.
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Debuting as a sopho
more after missing her first-year season to
injury, Bennett was a force in net. She
was named the week-one NESCAC Player
of the Week and second-team All-NESCAC.
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Berol Dewdney '13

¦
HOMETOWN:
A
Chester, Vt
^ilfl
•¦¦¦ mm
WHY:
Dewdney finished
At State of Maine
the State of Maine
Championships
Championship
race at Bowdoin in 19 minutes , just
seven seconds off of Amy Tortorello's '13
pace. She also finished third in a race at
Bates with Tufts and Bowdoin.
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Carly Dee '14

HOMETOWN:
(¦
Wellesley,Mass.
.
^
WHY:
A first-year
Points off of
the bench
midfielder, Dee
scored two goals,
including a game-winner versus the University of New England. Coming off the
bench , Dee tallied the third most points
for the Mules on two goals and an assist,

Marissa Simmons '12

HOMETOWN:
j . Chestnut Hill, Mass
"| ' |
¦
•¦
¦ *¦
WHY:
Simmons , a junPoints the
'
ior midfielder, led
team Mgft
fa
the team in points
with 1
1
. She scored five goals , including two game-winners , and had an assist. She led the team with an almost
30-percent score rate on shots taken.
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Heather Quadir '11

pi
HOMETOWN:
Medfield. Mass
^
%^
WHY .
Quadir, a forwa rd, was
Goals
the Mules' second-leading score r during the 2010 season. Quadir
netted five goals and dished out two
assists for 12 total points. Quadir, along
with Meryl Poulin '11 and Liz Fontaine '11,
provided leadership as a co-captain.
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Meryl Poulin '11

HOMETOWN:
f+ f \
Cape Elizabeth, Maine
f
t
l I
XiT
-*^
WHy .
Poulin, a midfielder
Caree pc ilrts
'
and co-captain, finished her outstanding Colby field hockey career
with 60 points, including 23 during her senior
campaign. She was named All-NESCAC second
team and will participate in the Division III Serv
ior Game in Virginia on November 21.

I WOMEN'S TENNIS
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HOMETOWN:
<%
Minneapolis, Minn.
J_
mm
WHY:
Perese competed at
Wins at
fourth singles and secBabson
ond doubles throughout
the fall. She beat a Babson opponent 6-4,
6-0 in a tough 5-4 loss for Colby. She also
teamed with Sally Holmes '13 for a 9-8 win
at second doubles over Babson College.
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Tess Perese '14
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Sally Holmes '13

HOMETOWN:
yPrairie Village, Kan.
££.
^
WHY:
Holmes saw time at first Matches played
and second singles as
well as second and third doubles. She teamed
with Tess Perese '14 for a 9-8 win over Babson during Colby's four-match Fall Break trip to
Boston. She also paired with Sarah Wiener '13
for a 9-7 win over Simmons College.
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HOMETOWN:
^f,
Scarborough Maine
WHY:
Tolman midfieldei
goals
scoredthree goals,good
for second on the team. He scored two gamewinning goals, including an overtime goal versus
Bates that secured the Mules' spot In the playoffs.
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Clare Reich '11

HOMETOWN:
0 70
Piedmont , Calif .
^3 ¦^#
POSITION:
D|gs . the team
Defensive specialist
nlSh
WHY:
The Mules' captain and defensive leader,
Reich led the team in digs (with 373, the
fourth most in the NESCAC) and receptions
(with 540). She started in all 24 of Colby 's
matches and played in every set but two.
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Kate Pleasants '14

HOMETOWN:
m £% A
Virginia Beach Va
¦CLBTCBCL
"TV* W
POSITION:
Setter
Assists
WHY :
Colby's first-year setter made nearly six assists per set, starting every match and playing in all 82 sets. Pleasants' 484 assists
were good for 10th in the NESCAC and were
tops among all NESCAC first-years.
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Heather Arvidson '11
COURTESY OF Q:LL SODOM*

HOMETOWN:
C *7
Andover, Mass
^\ i
^^
POSITION:
Middle blocker
Blocks, the
WHY:
team high
Arvidson started
everv game for the Mutes and appeared in
aM but two sets. Arvidson 's 148 kills were
tnird best on the team. She led Colby with
57 total blocks and had 23 service aces.
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THE COLBY ECHO

Football season comes to an end ! Fall
Mule Pack
Meryl Poulin '11 and Nick Kmetz
'12 among the 26 Mules selected
by coaches and Echo staff.

By DANIELLE DATTCH
STAFF WRITER

SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 13
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In a hard-fought yet disappointing finish to the 2010 season , the
Colby football team fell to Bowdoin College 26-21 this past Saturday at Seaverns Field. The
Mules finish the season 4-4 for the
second year in a row. Bowdoin
maintains possession of the CBB
(Colby-Bates-Bowdoin) title for
the fifth year in a row.
With two special teams touchdowns and a defensive touchdown , the Polar Bears outlasted
the Mules in a game that went
down to the wire. Bowdoin scored
first when Pat Noone returned the
opening kickoff 89 yards for a
touchdown, making the score 6-0
(they missed the extra point attempt). In the second quarter, it
was Noone again with the score
on a 22-yard reception from quarterback Grant White. The Polar
Bears successfully completed the
two-point conversion with a run
from Kevin Miao to stretch the
lead to 14-0.
Colby brought the score to 14-7
before halftime on an 11 -play, 66yard drive. Quarterback Nick
Kmetz '12 comp leted a 32-yard
pass to Spencer Merwin ' 12,
which set up Conor Tidgwell ' 11
for the one-yard scoring run.
The Mules took advantage of
their momentum at the beginning
of the third quarter, driving 69
yards on 11 plays. Kmetz found
Patrick Burns * 11 in the end zone
on an eight-yard pass to tie the
score at 14-14 . Tidgwell contributed 18 yards on two carries on
the drive.
It was a blocked punt that shifted
the game in Bowdoin 's favor.
Colby punted at its own 24-yard
line, but Brendan Garner managed
to block the kick and tackle punter
Connor Sullivan *12. The ball

NICK IODICE, THE COLBY ECHO

Connor Walsh '12 runs behind a block during Colby 's 26-21 loss to Bowdoin on Saturday.

sailed past the goal line and was recovered by Sean O'Malley for the
touchdown. Bowdoin missed the
extra point once
again, and took a
20-14 lead with
6:11 left to play in
the third quarter.
After a Kmetz
interception gave
possession
to
Bowdoin,
the
Mules *
defense
stayed strong to
hold off the Polar
Bears at the Colby
three-yard line.
With 3:31 left in
the third , Colby
looked to drive to
tie the game, but
Ian Vieira intercepted a pass and
returned it 17 yards
for a touchdown. Bowdoin could
not convert the two point conversion, setting the score at 26-14.
With under a minute to play in
the third quarter, Colby responded

when Kmetz found Connor Walsh
'12 in the end zone to cap off a
five-play, 59-yard drive, cutting
the lead to 26-21.
The
seven-yard
scoring pass allowed Walsh to tie
the school record
for passes caught
in a game (11 for
141 yards), his
third time doing so
this season.
The fourth quarter was scoreless,
despite three long
drives. The Mules
drove 79 yards to
Bowdoin's oneyard line, only to
be stopped on
fourth-and-goal.
Kmetz completed
a 57-yard pass to
Walsh during the drive.
With the ball in their possession, the Polar Bears used Miao to
run down the clock. He rushed for
52 yards before Bowdoin. was

In a hardfought yet
disappointing
finish to the
2010 season,
the Colby
football team
fell to Bowdoin
College 26-2 1
this past
Saturday.

forced to punt with less than a
minute remaining. Bowdoin 's
Grant White punted the ball,
which was downed at the Colby
four-yard line.
The Mules drove the ball 34
yards before turning over the
ball to the Polar Bears with five
seconds left , giving Bowdoin a
26-21 victory.
Kmetz finished with 247 yards
passing and 57 yards rushing on
11 carries. Tidgwell rushed for 70
yards in 17 carries, and Andrew
Graham ' 11 made three catches
for 44 yards.
Both Ryan Veillette '13 and
Derrick Beasley *13 contributed
seven tackles.
This was the last game for the
Mules for 15 seniors: Patrick
Burns , Nick Tucker, Matt
Hellinger, Richard Newton ,
Conor Tidgwell , John McCusker, Jeremy Glick , Ryan
Murphy, Eric Wilsterman, Craig
Zevih , Nick Steele , Carson
Phillips-Spotts, Andrew Graham
and Nat Carson.

XC sending two to nationals
By NICK CUNKELMAN
STAFF WRITER

After crossing the finish line at
the NCAA Division III New England Regional Championships on
Saturday, the women's cross
country team 's fate was in the
NCAA's hands—hands which
promptly dropped any chance for
the Mules to compete at nationals
this year.
Desp ite just missing out on a
team invite to this weekend's festivities (Colby placed fifth , the
NCAA only took four teams from
New England), the Mules will
still send their top two runners,
Amy Tortorello ' 13 and senior cocaptain Emma Linhard , to race on
the Max Champ ionship Cross
Country Course in Waverly, Iowa
this Saturday.
Tortorello and Linhard placed
17th and 18th on the six-kilometer
course at the Regional Championships at Mount Greylock High
School with times of 22:57.40 and
22:58.00, respectively. This will be
Linhard's third career trip to nationals , with Colby receiving atlarge bids in 2007 and 2008, and
Tortorelio's first.
Teammates Berol Dewdney
'13 (32nd , 23:24.20), Layne
Schwab '13 (41st , 23:29.10),
'14
(49th ,
Kate
Connoll y
23:51.10), Claire Dunn ' 13 (60th ,
24:07.6) and Allison Rig by '14
(69th , 24:22.50) rounded out the
Mules * top-five finish.
"Our strength as a team this
year has been working together,"
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Meryl Poulin '11 (top, right) and Nick Kmetz '12 (number 15) are two
of the 26 Colby athletes selected by the head coachesand the Echo
sports staff to the 2010 Fall Mule Pack, Poulin earned All-NESCAC
honorsforfield hockey.Kmetzshatteredseveral Colby football records. „

By ROBERT YEE
SPORTS EDITOR

Nine seniors, four juniors ,
seven sophomores and six firstyears make up Colby 's Fall 2010
Mule Pack , as chosen by head
coaches and the Echo sports staff.
The Fall 2010 Mule Pack consists of:
Seniors Ben Desmond (soccer), Ben Cunkelman (cross country), Andy Maguire (cross
country), Patrick Burns (football),
Heather Quadir (field hockey),
Meryl Poulin (field hockey), SuLin Del Guercio (soccer), Claire
Reich (volleyball) and Heather
Arvidson (volleyball).
Juniors Harry Smith (golf),
Tom Duffy (football), Nick
Kmetz (football) and Marissa
Simmons (soccer).
Sophomores Andrew Meisel
(soccer), Tripp Huber (golf), Derrick Beasley (football), Jayde Bennett (soccer), Amy Tortorello (cross
country), Berol Dewdney (cross
country) and Sally Holmes (tennis).
First-years Nate Tolman (soc j
cer), Jason Ottomano (tennis).
Matt Carroll (tennis), Carly Dee
(soccer), Tess Perese (tennis) and
Kate Pleasants (volleyball).
Kmetz, the quarterback of the
football team, had an amazing season, breaking many records along
the way. In the 42-41 win over
Tufts , Kmetz broke records for
most total offense in a game (473),

most passes completed in a game
(40) and most passes attempted in
a game (53). He threw for 1850
yards and 15 touchdowns on the
season, and he also rushed for a
touchdown. Kmetz finished the
season with the fourth most total
offense in the New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) and was named a
NESCAC Offensive Co-player of
the Week.
Poulin , a midfielder on the
field hockey team, led the Mules '
attack with 10 goals and three assists, good for 23 points. She was
named to her third consecutive
AU-NESCAC second team. She
finished her Colby career with
60 points despite missing five
games during her junior year.
Poulin has been selected to play
in the 2010 National Field
Hockey Coaches Association Division III Senior Game at
Christopher Newport University
in Virginia on November 21.
Several other Mules earned
NESCAC honors throughout the
season. Desmond was named to
the All-NESCAC second team for
men 's soccer. Bennett was also
named to the All-NESCAC second
team in her debut season.
Football kicker David Bendit
'13 earned NESCAC Special
Teams Player of the Week honors
on October 3. Punter Connor Sullivan earned the same honor three
weeks later.
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Amy Tortorello '13 (number 346) and Emma Linhard '11 (340) will race at nationals this Saturday.
said senior co-captain Debbie
Merzbach. "Today 's race showed
that everyone was willing to put in
a tremendous amount of effort for
each other."
On the men 's side , the Mules
had their best showing since 2007,
p lacing 18th overall out of 48
teams. Senior captain Andy
Maguire led the Mules , taking
89th with a time of 27:44 over the
eight-kilometer course. Following
Maguire were Ben Cunkelman ' 11

(27:48.00) and Brian Desmond ' 13
(27:56.60), finishing 95th and
99th , respectively. Colby had not
had a top-100 finisher since John
Swain '08 took fifth overall in the
2007 Championships.
"We had a great pack and
depth compared to the past three
years," said coach Jared Beers.
Indeed , the Mule harriers were
all in the top half of the 333-runner field , with Tom Letourneau
'13
(28:17. 40),
Matthieu

Nadeau '12 (28:18.90), John
Williams '13 (28:37.70) and
Chris Halladay '12 (28:48.40)
placing 123rd , 125th , 145th and
150th , respectively.
But for this Saturday, the spotlight will be on Tortorello and Linhard, a li ght under which Colby 's
top two runners seem to thrive. In
the words of Merzbach , "Emma
and Amy were running together at
the front [on Saturday] and looked
so focused, it was scary."

CHECK OUT THE
FALL 2010 MULE
PACK CHOICES \\
INSIDE ( pgTS^S^

